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SUMMARY
On-node parallelism has increased significantly in high-performance computing
systems. This huge amount of parallelism can be used to speed up regular paral-
lel applications relatively easily because straightforward approaches usually suffice to
map their computation patterns and data layouts on to available on-node parallelism.
However, irregular parallel applications require considerable effort to run on the mod-
ern processors with massive amounts of intra-node parallelism. Parallel programming
models and runtime approaches have been proposed to help programmers to write
those applications quickly, but it’s still not easy to write efficient irregular paral-
lel applications. Two key challenges in mapping irregular applications onto on-node
parallelism are load balance and computation-communication overlap. In this thesis
proposal, we address these challenges through new runtime approaches and new APIs
that enable users to provide minimal information for application-aware scheduling.
First, we introduce new algorithms to improve the scheduling of irregular task
graphs containing a mix of communication and computation tasks with data-parallelism
and blocking operations. We combine gang-scheduling with work-stealing for data-
parallel tasks with frequent inter/intra-node communication in the task graphs so as
to reduce interference and expensive context switching operations. We also propose
improved victim selection policies for work-stealing to improve the load balance and
overlap of ready tasks that have child tasks.
Next, we propose an efficient integrated runtime system to handle load balancing of
irregular applications written in hybrid parallel programming models. We introduce a
unified runtime system that integrates distributed and shared-memory programming,
as exemplified by the combination of Charm++ and OpenMP. In this approach,
all processing resources (cores) can be used flexibly across both the distributed and
shared-memory levels, thereby enabling more efficient load balancing at the intra-
xi
node level and reduced waiting times for global synchronization at the inter-node
level.
Finally, we propose a set of APIs that enable users to specify functions used to
decompose a target loop into subspaces and to create chunks within each subspace for
application-specific load balancing. Our runtime leverages the information provided
in the APIs to create user-defined chunks and store balanced groups of chunks in
a shared data structure indexed by static loop constructs. In this way, the stored
information from one invocation of a loop can be reused in following invocations for




We are now firmly in the era of parallel computers, since the end of Dennard Scaling
in the 2000s led to the ubiquity of multicore processors. Every computer that we use
in our daily life is inherently parallel, and recent breakthroughs in many application
domains have only been possible due to the high performance of parallel machines.
As these trends show, exploiting parallel hardware is critical to achieving high per-
formance. This huge amount of parallelism can be used to speed up regular paral-
lel applications relatively easily because straightforward approaches usually suffice to
map their computation patterns and data layouts on to available on-node parallelism.
However, irregular parallel applications require considerable effort to run on the mod-
ern processors with massive amounts of intra-node parallelism. Parallel programming
models and runtime approaches have been proposed to help programmers to write
those applications quickly, but it’s still not easy to write efficient irregular parallel
applications. In this chapter, we introduce the challenges in the current parallel pro-
gramming runtime systems and our approaches to resolve the challenges for hybrid
and irregular parallel applications.
In Section 1.1, we summarize the key performance challenges faced by paral-
lel applications, with a focus on hybrid applications that need to tightly integrate
intra-node and inter-node parallelism and on irregular applications that need support
for improved load balancing. We observe that these challenges can be addressed in
different ways, including hand-coding extensions to application code, compiler opti-
mizations, runtime systems, and hardware extensions. In this thesis, we propose to
explore the extent to which these challenges can be addressed through extensions to
runtime systems. Section 1.2 discusses limitations of existing runtime approaches to
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address the performance challenges discussed in Section 1.1. Section 1.3 summarizes
our approach to extending current parallel runtime systems to overcome limitations
in past work. Finally, Section 1.4 contains a proposed thesis statement.
1.1 Performance Challenges of Parallel Applications
The research community has undertaken multiple performance studies to identify
components of parallel applications that have a critical impact on their performance at
the intra-node and inter-node levels. Two performance studies from the last decade [1,
2] have analyzed three benchmark suites (SPLASH2 [3], PARSEC [4], Rodinia [5]) to
identify which components of the benchmark kernels create scalability bottlenecks at
the intra-node level. Both studies observed that synchronization overhead1 is one of
the most critical bottlenecks that limit intra-node scalability. More specifically, S. Ey-
erman et al [2] state that yielding and waiting times are the biggest scaling delimiter,
and can be caused by load imbalance in irregular application. These overheads can
arise in both critical sections and barriers. W. Heirman et al.’s work [1] did a more de-
tailed analysis to study synchronization overheads separately in critical sections and
barriers. Barrier synchronization was identified as one of the most significant perfor-
mance factors for these benchmark suites. This work measured the degradation due
to load imbalance in the beginning and end of irregular parallel regions, separately
from synchronization time on barriers.
Synchronization challenges become even more severe at the inter-node level due to
waiting times related to communication operations. Past work [6, 7] has demonstrated
that many HPC applications written in MPI exhibit significant waiting times in MPI
synchronization routines, including global collective operations, and that these over-
heads are exacerbated in hybrid applications which combine intra-node and inter-node
1In this document, we use the term, “synchronization overhead”, to primarily refer to the waiting
time for a synchronization event, rather than the time spent on the synchronization operation after
the waiting has completed.
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parallelism.
1.2 Limitations of Existing Runtime Approaches
Hybrid programming models have been commonly used in high-performance com-
puting since the 2000s because of the need to exploit a combination of inter-node
and intra-node hardware parallelism in HPC systems. Since the default program-
ming models for inter-node and intra-node parallelism can be quite different (e.g.,
MPI and OpenMP), a key challenge in hybrid programming is how best to com-
bine the programming models at the two levels which exhibit very different hardware
characteristics. Intra-node networks have relatively large bandwidths and short la-
tencies, compared to inter-node networks, thereby making frequent dynamic load
balancing techniques such as work-stealing and work-sharing more practical at the
intra-node level. Given the relatively smaller bandwidths and larger latencies in
inter-node interconnects, load-balancing approaches at the inter-node level tend to
be performed less frequently. These different load balancing strategies come together
in hybrid programming of distributed and shared-memory programming models, as in
the MPI+X [8] approach. Many high-performance computing applications are decom-
posed into disjoint address spaces in MPI ranks for inter-node parallelism, combined
with intra-node parallelism within a single MPI rank using a shared-memory pro-
gramming model such as OpenMP [9], Cilk [10], and Habanero-C [11]. One of the
key challenges in the hybrid programming approach is that the runtime systems for
the distributed and shared-memory programming models are disjoint and have little
or no awareness of each other (e.g., as in MPI and OpenMP). A programmer needs to
consider the hierarchical decomposition of resources separately for each programming
model; as an example, threads assigned to each MPI rank cannot be used across other
MPI ranks running on the same physical node.
Given the long latencies inherent in inter-node interconnects, there is a strong mo-
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tivation to reduce idle time by ensuring that nodes are busy with computation when
awaiting communications [12]. This idea is referred to as communication-computation
overlap, and has been studied in many previous works to improve the performance
of hybrid programming models. Many parallel programming models have introduced
features to enable this overlap through asynchronous (non-blocking) communication
routines. Some research programming models have even proposed asynchrony as a
default approach for all communications [13, 14, 15]. However, a drawback of the
"asynchronous-by-default" approach is that there is often a programmability burden
to manage asynchronous communications through additional local or global synchro-
nizations.
The task-graph model, which has been increasing in popularity in recent years,
overcomes this drawback by supporting declarative approaches to specifying the syn-
chronization requirements. As a result, the task-graph model has proven to be a con-
venient foundation for communication-computation overlap [16] since the scheduling
of tasks in a task graph can be managed by an underlying runtime system without
burdening the programmer with how the necessary synchronizations are performed.
Further, programmers can express the overlap by simply creating multiple sibling
computation tasks that can be overlapped with a communication task. While task-
based runtimes can help with load balancing at the intra-node level, their effectiveness
is reduced for hybrid applications in which tasks can contain blocking communica-
tion/synchronization operations or nested parallel regions with new (oversubscribed)
sets of worker threads.
Finally, given the ubiquity of parallel loops in parallel applications, the problem of
efficient scheduling of irregular parallel loops to improve load balance has received a
lot of attention during the past years. In general, a loop schedule creates chunks of the
target-loop and assigns them to worker threads according to an internal algorithm.
Past work on loop scheduling highlighted the importance of reducing load imbalance in
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irregular parallel loops [17, 18, 19, 20], but did not address the problem of performance
variance based on input data sets.
1.3 Our Approach
In this section, we summarize our approach to addressing the communication-computation
overlap and load balance challenges faced by previous work on runtime systems, as
mentioned in Section 1.2. Each approach will be substantiated in the following chap-
ters.
First, we extend past work on work-stealing to improve the scheduling of task
graphs containing mixed sequences of communication tasks as well as computation
tasks with internal data-parallelism and internal blocking (barrier) synchronizations
in Chapter 2. We propose hybrid victim selection policies for work-stealing to im-
prove the load balance and overlap of ready tasks that have child tasks. We also
propose a novel integration of gang-scheduling with work-stealing to avoid the de-
layed synchronization in nested-parallel regions that occurs in current approaches
that rely on oversubscription of worker threads. Specifically, our gang-scheduling
approach reduces interference and expensive context switching operations that cur-
rently occur between data-parallel tasks and inter/intra-node communications in the
task graph. Our preliminary results show significant performance improvements to
the high-performance SLATE library through the use of our runtime extensions (e.g.,
36.94% performance improvements for SLATE executing Cholesky on a single node
with double data types, respectively)
Next, we propose an efficient integrated runtime system to help address the chal-
lenges of hybrid programming in Chapter 3. This unified runtime system integrates
distributed and shared-memory programming, as exemplified by the combination of
Charm++ [14] and OpenMP [9]. In this approach, all processing resources (cores)
can be used flexibly across both the distributed and shared-memory levels, thereby
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enabling more efficient load balancing at the intra-node level and reduced waiting
times for global synchronizations at the inter-node level. Our integrated runtime
demonstrates that hybrid parallel applications are improved significantly (e.g. Lassen,
wave-propagation simulation by 46.5% and ChaNGa, n-body simulation by 25.7% on
KNL nodes)
Finally, we propose a new runtime approach for irregular parallel loops that lever-
ages user-specified APIs on the per-iteration load for each loop in Chapter 4. Our
approach decomposes the target loop’s iteration space into subspaces, and creates
chunks within each subspace for application-specific load balancing based on the user-
specified APIs. This approach is especially effective for application domains (such as
graph computations) in which the load balance of irregular parallel loops depends
on the input data. However, even though the load balance is data-dependent, it is
often fixed for multiple invocations of the parallel loop on the same data. Thus, our
runtime leverages the information provided in the APIs to create user-defined chunks
and stores balanced groups of chunks in a shared data structure indexed by static loop
constructs, so that the stored information from one invocation of a loop can be reused
in following invocations (while still being amenable to further runtime adjustments).
Our evaluation shows that irregular loops in graph and scientific applications have
considerable improvements through the use of our API and runtime profiling. (e.g.
47.3% for PageRank and 37.3% for Connected Components from GAP Benchmark
Suite on a single node consisting of 2 sockets)
All the three proposed works summarized above have been shown to improve
the performance of parallel applications by reducing synchronization overheads at
the intra-node and inter-node levels. In Chapter 5, we summarize the suggested
approaches and explain how they can work together in an unified runtime system.




"Runtime approaches for load balancing and communication-computation overlap can
improve the performance of hybrid and irregular applications through more efficient
use of available hardware parallelism."
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CHAPTER 2
TASK-GRAPH SCHEDULING EXTENSIONS FOR EFFICIENT
SYNCHRONIZATION AND COMMUNICATION
Task graphs have been studied for decades as a foundation for scheduling irregu-
lar parallel applications and incorporated in programming models such as OpenMP.
While many high-performance parallel libraries are based on task graphs, they also
have additional scheduling requirements, such as synchronization from inner levels of
data parallelism and internal blocking communications.
In this chapter, we extend task-graph scheduling to support efficient synchroniza-
tion and communication within tasks. Our scheduler avoids deadlock and oversub-
scription of worker threads, and refines victim selection to increase the overlap of sib-
ling tasks. Our approach is the first to combine gang-scheduling and work-stealing in
a single runtime. Our approach has been evaluated on the SLATE high-performance
linear algebra library. Relative to the LLVM OMP runtime, our runtime demon-
strates performance improvements of up to 18.35%, 22.20%, and 36.94% for LU, QR,
and Cholesky, respectively, evaluated across different configurations.
2.1 Introduction
On-node parallelism in high-performance computing systems has increased signifi-
cantly over the past years. This massive amount of parallelism has the potential to
deliver significant speedups, but there is a concomitant burden on application de-
velopers to exploit this parallelism in the presence of inherent load imbalances and
communication/synchronization requirements. One popular approach to reduce the
complexity of application development for modern processors is to introduce high-
performance libraries. High-performance linear algebra libraries have pioneered the
8
(a) Deadlock in nested parallel regions of tasks or ULTs
(b) Deadlock avoidance with gang-scheduling of nested parallel regions
Figure 2.1: Deadlock issues in nested parallel regions from a group of tasks or User-
level Threads(ULT)
use of task graphs to deal with load imbalances in parallel kernels such as LU, QR, and
Cholesky factorizations while also exploiting data locality across dependent blocks.
At the same time, there is now increased support for task-parallel execution models
with task dependencies in modern parallel programming models, such as OpenMP.
Many task graphs in real-world applications include library calls or nested parallel
regions that involve blocking operations such as barriers. They often include mixed
sequences of communication and computation operations for latency hiding. However,
current task-based programming models are unable to efficiently support these real-
world application requirements, which motivates the work presented in this paper.
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Further, tasks often spawn a pool of threads, which is called nested parallel region
in OpenMP, through calls to library functions or user code with internal parallelism.
We use the OpenMP term, nested parallel region to describe our motivation. This
nested parallel region lead to oversubscription on the underlying hardware threads.
This oversubscription can delay intra/inter-node communication or synchronization
operations, which often occur in periodic time steps. Scheduling these operations
without interference from other parallel regions helps reduce the overall critical path
of the application. On the other hand, delaying the execution of communication
operations can lead to overall degraded performance. One approach to addressing
the challenge of oversubscription in nested parallel regions is to adopt the use of
user-level contexts such as tasks and user-level threads (ULTs)[21, 22]. However, the
user-level contexts cannot support general nested parallel regions involving low-level
blocking synchronization and communication operations. In general, adopting tasks
or ULTs can lead to deadlock because all of the user-level contexts are not guaranteed
to be scheduled onto worker threads when a blocking operation occurs. Figure 2.1a(a)
shows how adopting the user-level contexts such as tasks or ULTs can lead to deadlock
when a nested parallel region contains blocking synchronization operations which are
not able to be identified by the task-based programming models. This composition
problem exists in most task-based programming models because they cannot take
control of the low-level blocking primitives in nested-parallel regions.
In this work, we show how a standard task scheduling runtime system can be
extended to support the real-world constraints discussed above by (1) combining
gang-scheduling and work-stealing and (2) supporting hybrid victim selection. Our
approach provides deadlock-avoidance in the scenario where multiple user-level con-
texts are synchronized with blocking operations. The integration of gang-scheduling
with work-stealing helps nested parallel regions run efficiently without oversubscrip-
tion and deadlock.
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Figure 2.2: Difference in critical path of mixed sequences of communication and
computations
The parallel regions to be gang-scheduled are created as ULTs and scheduled onto
a consecutive set of cores that are close to the worker that executed the task that
initiated the parallel region, as shown in Figure 2.1a(b). Workers can schedule other
tasks in work-stealing mode while they are gang-scheduling ULTs from specified par-
allel regions. ULTs that are gang-scheduled on reserved workers can steal tasks from
their parallel region when they reach a join barrier where all the spawned threads for
the region are synchronized. When multiple gangs are created within the same node,
they’re ordered globally to prevent a deadlock across ULTs that are scheduled on
workers. This hybrid scheduling of gang-scheduling and work-stealing reduces inter-
ference and increases data locality for data parallel tasks that involve synchronization
and communication in each time step.
In addition to gang-scheduling, our runtime system adopts a hybrid victim selec-
tion policy in work-stealing to increase communication-computation overlap as well as
data locality. Figure 2.2 shows the performance difference from different victim selec-
tion policies. The existing OpenMP runtime systems schedule tasks as in the Locality
case, while our approach pursues both the Locality and the Overlapping cases. Ours
is the first work to propose and implement a hybrid scheduling of gang-scheduling and
work-stealing as well as hybrid victim selection in a production-level runtime system.
Our implementation is demonstrated in real-world examples.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
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• Extension of task-based runtime systems to integrate gang-scheduling with
work-stealing in an efficient manner.
• Introduction of hybrid victim selection to increase the overlap of tasks in task
graphs while still preserving data locality.
• Evaluation of our approach on real-world linear algebra kernels in the SLATE
library: LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations. Relative to the LLVM OMP
runtime, our runtime demonstrates performance improvements of up to 18.35%,
22.20%, and 36.94% for LU, QR, and Cholesky, respectively, evaluated across
different configurations.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Task Graphs in Task-Level Programming Models
Many task-level parallel programming models have introduced task graphs in different
ways to extract parallelism from irregular parallel applications. The first type of
interface for task graphs is explicit task dependency through objects such as promises
and futures in C++ 11 [23] and Go [24]. Tasks wait on objects until the predecessors of
the objects put data on the objects, which resolve the dependencies of the successors.
The other type is implicit task dependency, which automates the management of
objects to improve programmability with the help of compiler and runtime systems
that form dependencies through directives as depend in OpenMP 4.0 [9] or data flow
of variables. After dependencies of tasks are resolved, they become ready tasks and
are treated as normal tasks. Most task-based runtime systems including OpenMP
use per-thread stealing queues so threads where the tasks become ready push tasks
to their local work-stealing queue.
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2.2.2 User-level Threads for Task-Level Programming Models
In parallel programming models, user-level threads (ULTs) have been used to re-
solve oversubscription issues by scheduling user-level threads onto kernel-level threads
(KLTs) when multiple parallel regions are running on the same cores. The mapping of
ULT to KLT enables lightweight context switching through storing necessary data for
context switching in user space rather than in kernel space. There have been several
implementations of user-level threads to benefit from its lightweight context switching
in different contexts [25, 26, 27]. In spite of the benefits of ULT, they have deadlock
issues because of a lack of coordination with kernels as described in Figure 2.1a(a).
The OS kernel cannot identify the status of each ULT, which can lead to deadlock
if user-level threads encounter blocking operations such as barriers and locks. There
have been several efforts where runtime systems share ULT information with the OS
kernel, such as scheduler activations [28]. However, the previous works require sig-
nificant changes in both the ULT runtime and OS kernel, which has inhibited the
adoption of their APIs in operating systems.
2.2.3 Gang-scheduling and Work-stealing
Gang-scheduling [29, 30] was initially proposed to reduce the interference of a group
of threads by other threads or processes. Gang-scheduling, as first introduced, uses a
matrix to pack thread requests from processes in which each row is scheduled one at
a time. Thus, context switching occurs when it moves from one row to the next row,
which reduces the delay in communication across threads incurred by unnecessary
context switching. However, a waste of resources results when the threads in each
gang have a load imbalance or insufficient cores are available to meet their requests.
Different packing policies have been proposed to address these inefficiencies [29, 31,
32], but they did not completely solve the issue. Also, gang-scheduling introduces sig-
nificant overhead through its use of global data structures. In contrast, work-stealing
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is a distributed scheduling policy in which each worker schedules tasks independently.
Each worker creates tasks and pushes them into their work-stealing queues. Then,
other workers steal tasks from the worker by running a work-stealing algorithm in-
dependently. Work-stealing maximizes load balancing but incurs overheads due to
reduced locality through context switching as well as communication delays, since lo-
cality and communication are not part of the task-parallel models that work-stealing
schedulers were designed to support. Extended work-stealing algorithms have been
introduced to alleviate the cost of work-stealing by considering the locality of partic-
ipating processing elements [33, 34, 35]. Some of the previous works also extended
work-stealing to distributed systems [36, 37, 38].
2.3 Design
This section describes the algorithm and interface we designed to address the limita-
tions of current task-parallel runtimes mentioned in Section 2.1. We propose the use
of gang-scheduling to schedule ULTs of a parallel region without oversubscription and
deadlock. Our design supports the use of gang-scheduling for specific parallel regions
or globally, while other parallel regions and tasks are scheduled with work-stealing.
In addition to gang-scheduling, we also discuss how the victim selection policy, which
impacts how a task graph is traversed, affects the overlapping of communication and
computation tasks, and we propose a hybrid victim selection policy to improve the
overlapping supported by the task scheduler.
2.3.1 Gang-Scheduling of Data-Parallel Tasks
Integrating gang-scheduling with work-stealing
Gang-scheduling and work-stealing have not been used together in task scheduling.
Each has its advantages and disadvantages as compared to the other. Integrating
them so that each can be used in cases when it is beneficial can help improve the
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overall performance of task-parallel applications. We propose extending the omp
parallel construct to schedule threads of selected parallel regions in gang-scheduling
mode. Users can apply gang-scheduling to upcoming or all parallel regions through
our proposed API in Listing 2.1. By default, all top-level parallel regions are scheduled
in gang-scheduling mode. Other parallel regions that are not set by the proposed API
are scheduled in work-stealing mode by putting all their ULTs into the calling worker’s
local work-stealing queue. For the rest of this paper, we refer to ULTs to be scheduled
in gang-scheduling mode as gang ULTs, while other ULTs and tasks are referred to
as normal ULTs and tasks.
export OMP_GANG_SCHED=1; //Apply gang-scheduling to all parallel
regions
void ompx_set_gang_sched(); // All following parallel regions are
gang-scheduled after this call
void ompx_reset_gang_sched(); // Parallel regions after this call
are scheduled in default scheduling policy
Listing 2.1: API to apply gang-scheduling to parallel regions
Gang-scheduling of user-level threads without deadlock
When multiple gang-scheduled parallel regions are running simultaneously, it is im-
portant they be scheduled without the possibility of deadlock. To prevent deadlock
as described in Figure 2.1a, we assign a monotonically increasing gang id to each
parallel region, which is incremented atomically across all workers. We use this gang
id to restrict the scheduling order of gangs so as to guarantee that deadlock does
not occur. Algorithm 1 describes how the gang ULTs from a parallel region are as-
signed the gang_id and nest_level of the current worker; the runtime system then
gang-schedules gang ULTs of each parallel region. gang_sched() is synchronized
by a shared lock in the fork stage of a region in the OpenMP runtime. The fork
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Algorithm 1 Gang-scheduling with Load Balancing and Deadlock Avoidance
1: function gang_sched(n_request, threads)
2: . Gang-schedule threads to n_request workers
3: gang_id← monotonic_gang_id()
4: workers← get_workers(n_request)
5: n_gang_threads← n_gang_threads + n_request
6: for i = 0 to n_request− 1 do
7: thread[i]gang_id ← gang_id
8: thread[i]nest_level ← cur_workernest_level




13: . Retrieve a list of least loaded n_request workers
14: avg_load← n_gang_threads/n_workers
15: if cur_worker_id + n_request >= n_workers then
16: start_worker ← cur_worker_id− n_request/2
17: else
18: start_worker ← cur_worker_id + 1
19: end if
20: idx← start_worker, i← 0
21: while i < n_request do
22: if worker[idx]n_gang_threads <= avg_load then
23: reserved_workers[i + +]← worker[idx]
24: end if
25: idx← (idx + 1)%n_workers
26: end whilereturn reserved_workers
27: end function
28: function is_eligible_to_sched(thread)
29: . Check if worker can steal thread
30: if workercur_gang_id < 0 then return true
31: end if
32: if threadnest_level > workernest_level then return true
33: else if threadnest_level = workernest_level




phase involves access to global data structures which are synchronized by a global
lock for the fork and join phases in the runtime system. Thus, parallel regions have
an inevitable serialization in the fork phase, and gang_sched contributes a marginal
additional waiting time to the fork phase of each region. When each gang is assigned
a set of workers (“reserved” workers), the number of gang ULTs and the distance of
each worker from the master thread are considered. We assume that all the worker
threads are pinned to avoid any migration cost and uncertainty that may be caused by
the OS thread scheduler. The workers that are closer to the current worker and less
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loaded with gang-scheduled ULTs have a higher priority in get_workers(). Workers
are selected to be as close to each other (preferably, consecutive) as possible.
Gang ULTs become stealable after they are scheduled onto the reserved workers.
Other workers can steal the gang ULTs from the reserved workers, which enables an
earlier start of gang ULTs if the reserved workers for the gang are busy executing other
normal ULTs and tasks. This is because we only consider the number of gang ULTs
on each worker. This additional work-stealing resolves unidentified load imbalance
without tracking all normal ULTs and tasks. The work-stealing of gang ULTs happens
at every scheduling point, such as barriers, along with normal tasks and ULTs. Gang
ULTs have the highest priority in work-stealing and go through an additional function
to check if each gang ULT from a victim worker can be scheduled on the caller through
is_eligible_to_sched. This function compares the nest-level and gang_id of the
current worker with the corresponding variables in the victim gang ULT which are
assigned in gang_sched. This function guarantees parallel regions are scheduled in
a certain partial order where gangs, which are started earlier or in lower nested levels,
have precedence over those that started later or are in upper levels. In this way, our
gang-scheduling approach prevents deadlock of multiple parallel regions contending
on the same pool of workers as described in Figure 2.1a, allowing us to benefit from
work-stealing for load balancing.
When gang ULTs reach a join-barrier at the end of a parallel region, they can
steal normal ULTs and tasks from workers in parallel regions of the upper nest level
even when they’re not reserved for the gang. When any stolen task spawns a parallel
region, the task is suspended to prevent a waiting time incurred by the new nested
parallel region. Each suspended task is pushed back to a separate work-stealing queue
for suspended tasks. These tasks have a higher priority than other tasks.
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Comparison with previous work
With the algorithms and heuristics described in this section, only selected parallel
regions are guaranteed to be scheduled in gang-scheduling mode. The gang-scheduling
we proposed is relatively relaxed compared with previous work because our algorithm
guarantees a parallel region to run simultaneously at some point in runtime. Some
of the threads in the region can run earlier than others, which may lose the locality
of stronger approaches to gang-scheduling. However, this relaxed gang-scheduling
algorithm can also result in less waiting time and more efficient use of workers. Our
scheme doesn’t require a global table to keep track of threads and reduces waiting
time by allowing each region to start immediately and to make ULTs stealable after
being gang-scheduled.
2.3.2 Hybrid Victim Selection for Overlapping and Data Locality
Task graphs involving communication and computation tasks are commonly used to
exploit parallelism by overlapping tasks in different iterations of iterative applications.
In linear algebra kernels, block-based algorithms have similar task graphs to overlap
the waiting time of current tasks by doing some computation for the next tasks. As
mentioned in Section 2.1, many task-level runtime systems use heuristics to schedule
tasks in task graphs to maximize data locality. One of the common heuristics is
to use a history of previous successful steals. This heuristic is intuitively helpful
for data locality by making workers steal the same loaded victim threads until their
task queue becomes empty. However, this heuristic may prevent the overlapping of
communication and computation across sibling tasks. When one task becomes ready
earlier than another and both of them have nested child tasks to exploit potential
available parallelism, the history-based heuristic makes all workers first steal the child
tasks from the first task, before moving on to the next task—even though the next task
becomes ready while the first and its child tasks are being executed. This prevents
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Algorithm 2 Work-Stealing with hybrid of history and random victim selection
1: function Do_WorkStealing
2: . Steal a task from other workers, record the steal for the next steal
3: cur_idx← cur_workerhistory_idx
4: victim← select_victim(), task ← steal_task(victim)
5: if task is valid then
6: cur_workerprev_victim_id[cur_idx] ← victim
7: increment cur_workerhistory_idx
8: else






15: . Retrieve a worker id from previous steals or rand()
16: cur_idx← cur_workerhistory_idx
17: if cur_workerprev_victim_id[cur_idx] >= 0 then
18: victim_id← cur_workerprev_victim_id[cur_idx]
19: else
20: victim_id← rand() % n_workers
21: end ifreturn victim_id
22: end function
overlapping of communication on the next task with computation on the first task.
To resolve these unintended anomalies, we tested random work-stealing, which just
chooses a victim thread randomly without the use of history. This random stealing,
however, suffers from a loss of data locality. Thus, we combined history-based and
random work-stealing so that each worker alternatively steals tasks from its history
of successful steals and from random victims. This simple heuristic can make use of
data locality and overlapping of communication and computation tasks.
Algorithm 2 is a combined algorithm that chooses victim workers for stealing.
Each worker calls do_workstealing when their local-task queue is empty and waiting
for other threads on any synchronization point. First, each worker tries to retrieve the
victim thread from its local history of steals. If this steal turns out to be successful,
then it moves to the next slot in the local steal history array. This makes the worker
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try random-stealing after a successful steal. If the current steal fails, regardless of
whether it uses history or a randomly chosen victim, it moves back to its previous
slot in the history array. If the entry has a valid victim thread id, this worker will
try to steal from the victim where the latest successful steal occurred. If not, it
keeps stealing from randomly chosen victims. This combined selection of victim from
history and random method prevents workers from repeatedly stealing from the same
victim, which would result in a serialized sequence of communication and computation
without overlapping.
2.4 Implementation
In this section, we introduce our integrated runtime system of Habanero-C library
and LLVM OpenMP runtime to implement the proposed gang-scheduling algorithm
and victim selection policy.
2.4.1 Overview of Our Implementation
We integrated LLVMOpenMP runtime and Habanero-C library (HClib) to use HClib’s
user-level threading routines. This integrated runtime creates OpenMP threads as
user-level threads that run on HClib workers. This runtime can run pure C++ codes
using HClib APIs, OpenMP codes, and HClib with OpenMP codes. In this work, we
use pure OpenMP codes to focus on the task dependency graph issues in production-
level applications. The user needs to load this library to their application binary using
OpenMP through LD_PRELOAD. The LLVM OpenMP runtime supports gcc, icc,
and clang, so any OpenMP binary built with the compilers can run on our integrated
runtime without any change to their codes.
Figure 2.3 shows how OpenMP instances are scheduled onto HClib workers when
gang-scheduling is enabled through the interface in Algorithm 2.1. User-level threads
in each gang can be stolen by idle workers. When idle workers try to steal a ULT from
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Figure 2.3: Implementation of Integrated HClib and OpenMP runtime
any gang, they check with IS_ELIGIBLE_SCHED function if it is fine to schedule
the ULT by comparing their active gang_id and nest_level with the ULT. Within
each gang, OpenMP threads steal tasks through the hybrid victim selection. In the
following sections, we will describe how we implement gang-scheduling and work-
stealing for nested-parallel regions in this integrated runtime system.
2.4.2 Scheduling of Parallel Regions on the Shared Pool of Workers
Multiple OpenMP instances can run on this integrated runtime system by gang-
scheduling and work-stealing, so workers may have different nest-levels. User-level
threads from each OpenMP instance running on the workers should be able to get
access to each other. So, we implemented that each worker has arrays for its ac-
tive gang_id, nest_level and thread_array. These arrays are indexed by inter-
nal_nest_level of each worker to point to an active entry for the current running
parallel region.
Figure 2.4 shows how our implementation schedules multiple parallel regions
onto the shared workers. When any ULT on each worker tries to schedule a new
OpenMP instance onto workers, it creates a new thread_array which is assigned
an atomically incremented gang_id. Each ULT also contains a copy of gang_id,
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Figure 2.4: Gang-scheduling for nest-parallel regions and Work-stealing within and
across gangs
nest_level and pointer to thread_array. When each ULT is eligible on a worker by
IS_ELIGIBLE_SCHED, it is stolen by the worker, which copies the information of
the ULT to its local entries indexed by internal_nest_level for gang_id, nest_level
and thread_array. The worker store its worker id and internal_nest _level in the
thread_array[internal_nest_level][the ULT’s thread id] where other ULTs can find
the ULT and its work-stealing queue on this worker. So, other workers scheduling
ULTs in the same OpenMP instance steal a task through this shared thread_array.
Each worker keeps a separate array of queues for normal ULTs and tasks indexed
by internal_nest_level, which are reused without being reallocated for each new in-
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stance. For gang ULTs, each worker has a local gang_deq where a master thread
initiating a parallel region pushes a gang ULT through gang_sched function in Algo-
rithm 1, which has highest priority over other queues. Each worker gets a ULT by
atomically popping from this gang_deq. On any scheduling point, each worker checks
this queue first before they schedule tasks in queues[internal_nest_level].
2.4.3 Work-stealing across Different Parallel Regions
Each gang has reserved workers. Any synchronizations, such as barriers and locks,
are handled without deadlock within each gang. Each worker does work-stealing
among workers where ULTs in the same gang are running. As mentioned above, each
worker finds a work-stealing queue of a victim ULT through recorded info in the
shared thread_array. Work-stealing across different parallel regions is not allowed
in the middle of each parallel region. When each ULT reaches its join barrier at
the end of its parallel region, it can steal tasks from other parallel regions. This
work-stealing out of parallel regions is allowed because we assume there is no work
left until the end of this parallel regions, and this cross-region work-stealing has
been proven to help reduce the idle time of unbalanced parallel regions in previous
works [22]. If any stolen task leads to a nested parallel region, the task is suspended
and pushed to the worker’s local work-stealing queue for suspended tasks, which has
the highest priority over other queues. To prevent any possibility that the work-
stealing can lead to a deadlock by creating a cycle, we restrict this out-of-region
work-stealing to happen from lower nested parallel regions to upper parallel regions




We use three linear algebra kernels from the SLATE library [16] to showcase the
benefits of our work: LU, QR, and Cholesky. SLATE is a state-of-the-art library
developed by the University of Tennessee that is designed to make efficient use of the
latest multicore CPUs and GPUs in large-scale computing with common parallel com-
puting techniques such as wavefront parallelism for latency hiding and heterogeneous
use of CPU and GPU in distributed environments. SLATE outperforms existing
vendor-provided libraries and its predecessor, ScaLAPACK [39]. For our evaluation,
we used the NERSC Cori GPU cluster and OLCF Summit, and built SLATE from
its main repository1 with the configuration in Table 2.1. We used Cori-GPU for both
single/multi-node runs while OLCF Summit is used only for single-node runs. The
Power 9 CPU on Summit has 22 cores per socket but one of the cores is reserved for
operating system and other system purposes. For the baseline OpenMP runtime sys-
tem, we used the LLVM OpenMP runtime, which was forked from the LLVM github
repository on 06/29/2020.
Table 2.1: Hardware(Per-node)/Software Configuration for Experiments
Cluster NERSC Cori GPU Cluster OLCF Summit
CPU 2 x Intel Skylake 6148(20C, 40SMT) CPU 2 x Power 9 (22C, 88SMT)
GPU 8 x Nvidia V100 GPUs(PCIe 3.0) GPU 6 x Nvidia V100 GPUs (NVLink 2.0)
NIC 4 x dual-port Mellanox EDR NIC 1 x dual-port Mellanox EDR
SLATE 06/22/2020 Commit
Compiler GCC 8.3 Compiler GCC 7.4
Base Library MKL 2020.0.166 Base Library ESSL 6.1.0
CUDA/MPI 10.2.89, OpenMPI 4.0.3 CUDA/MPI 10.1.243, Spectrum-MPI 10.3.1
We tested different configurations of ranks-per-node and cores-per-rank using the
LLVM OMP baseline, and selected the best configurations for all our experiments as
follows. For LU and QR, we ran each kernel with 4 MPI ranks on each node with
1https://bitbucket.org/icl/slate
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10 OpenMP threads per rank , while for Cholesky, we used 2 MPI ranks per node
with 20(Cori-GPU)/21(Summit) OpenMP threads per rank. For GPU runs, we used
4 GPUs per node which showed the best baseline performance on both machines. In
this setting, each MPI rank has one available GPU. The OpenMP threads and HClib
workers are pinned in the same fashion, using the best affinity setting among those
tested. This configuration is applied to both Cori-GPU and Summit.
We ran SLATE’s performance test suite to measure the performance of each kernel
in GFlops with different configurations. Each performance measure is a mean of 6
runs after the first run as warm-up. We ran the kernels with small and large matrices
to cover common sizes of input matrices on single and multi-node runs. For GPU runs,
we used only large matrices where the GPU version starts to outperform the CPU-
only runs. For Cholesky, we ran the CPU-only version because the GPU version
of Cholesky offloads the trailing matrix update to the GPU, without offering an
opportunity to overlap the trailing task and panel task (since no prior runtime was
able to exploit this overlap using the victim selection approach in our runtime).
For comparison, we ran the test suite with the ScaLAPACK reference imple-
mentation using sequential MKL for Cori-GPU and ESSL for Summit (denoted by
ScaLAPACK ), the SLATE default implementation using omp task depend on LLVM
OpenMP runtime (denoted by LLVM OMP), and the same SLATE implementation
on our integrated runtime (denoted by HClib OMP).
2.5.1 Overview of Task Graphs for LU, QR, and Cholesky in SLATE
Figure 2.5 shows the general form of task graphs for factorization kernels in SLATE.
SLATE uses lookahead tasks and panel factorization for overlapping of computation
and communication as well as data locality. Factorization kernels factor panels (each
panel is a block column) and then send tiles in the factored panel to other ranks so
that they can update their next block column and trailing submatrix. Lookahead
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Figure 2.5: Simplified task graph of factorization kernels in SLATE
tasks update the next block column for the next panel factorization, and the trailing
submatrix task updates the rest of the trailing submatrix. Panel and lookahead tasks
are assigned a higher priority than trailing submatrix computation with a priority
clause to accelerate the critical path of the task graph, which is supported by only a
few OpenMP runtime systems such as GNU OpenMP. Regardless of the support of
priority, it doesn’t guarantee that the scheduling of higher priority tasks will precede
lower priority tasks even when it is supported because a priority clause simply gives
precedence to only ready tasks specified with higher priority. The trailing submatrix[i-
1] task and its child tasks become ready earlier than the panel task[i] and its child
tasks. For this sequence of tasks, the common history-based work-stealing can prevent
the expected overlapping of computation in trailing submatrix and communication in
panel task. Cholesky factorization has significant degradation from this anomaly.
Each factorization kernel has a different series of computations and communica-
tion routines in the panel, lookahead, and trailing submatrix tasks depending on its
algorithm. Each of the tasks consists of a block of columns. In the following sections,
we’ll discuss in detail how our suggested approaches improve the performance of these
kernels.
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Figure 2.6: Panel, lookahead, and submatrix tasks of LU and QR in SLATE
2.5.2 LU, QR Factorization: Gang-Scheduling of Parallel Panel Factorization
LU factorization is a basic factorization kernel for solving linear systems of equations
in which the coefficient matrices are non-symmetric. Several optimizations for LU
factorization have been suggested. SLATE adopts a multi-threaded panel algorithm
to achieve a best-performing LU implementation [40]. Figure 2.6 shows what each
task in the task graph in Figure 2.5 does in the LU and QR factorization of SLATE.
First, the LU factorization in SLATE does a panel factorization on a block of columns
in panel tasks. The panel factorization is parallelized in a nested-parallel region.
Each panel is internally decomposed into tiles. Each thread is persistently assigned
tiles in a round-robin manner, which helps cache reuse and load balancing. Each
thread factors a column, and an updated trailing matrix in the assigned blocks is
synchronized at the end of each step (using a custom barrier operation in the library),
until a master thread does partial pivoting across threads and other ranks. Because
of these synchronizations, a user-level threaded runtime without coordination can
lead to deadlock. After the panel factorization, all ranks exchange the rows to be









































Figure 2.7: Performance Difference of LU and QR with Gang-scheduling and and hy-
brid victim Selection on LLVM and HClib OMP (Seq: Sequential Panel Factorization,
Par: Parallel Panel Factorization, Gang-scheduling is applied to HClib(Par))
The default implementation in SLATE uses a nested parallel region for the parallel
panel factorization. However, this nested parallel region interrupts the communication
and synchronization by oversubscription of threads on the same cores. Our gang-
scheduling makes sure the nested parallel region runs on reserved workers without
interference from OpenMP threads in the upper level while other workers can schedule
trailing submatrix tasks for overlapping. As Figure 2.5 implies, trailing submatrix
task[i-1] can run concurrently with panel task[i]. The workers, which are scheduled
for gang-scheduling, help to execute the trailing submatrix tasks by work-stealing
when they reach the join barrier of the nested parallel region.
Before we introduce the performance improvement in LU and QR, let’s see which
of our approaches affect the performance of LU and QR. Figure 2.7 shows the perfor-
mance difference between LLVM and HClib OMP with gang-scheduling and hybrid
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victim selection. As shown in Figure 2.7, gang-scheduling gives significant speedup to
both LU and QR while hybrid-victim selection gives incremental benefit to only QR.
It’s because the panel computation takes significant amount of time because it incurs
significant intra/inter-node communication. This panel task makes the overlapping of
computations in trailing submatrix tasks to happen regardless of whether the hybrid
victim selection is applied. Cholesky is affected significantly by the hybrid victim
selection because its panel task takes much shorter time, which will be explained in
Section 2.5.4. Our implementation doesn’t give any performance improvement with-
out gang-scheduling for LU and QR, which means both LLVM and HClib OMP have
similar runtime overhead and efficiency in their implementations.
Figures 2.8, 2.10a show the performance of LU factorization on single- and runs
on Cori GPU and Summit, and multi-node runs on Cori GPU in double precision.
The LU implementation of SLATE includes the sequential global pivoting phase after
the OpenMP region, so the overall improvement is relatively small compared with
other kernels, which is up to 13.82% on Cori-GPU and 18.35% on Summit for CPU-
only runs. Our gang-scheduling has diminishing improvement in CPU-only runs with
bigger matrices. However, with bigger matrices, the GPU version of LU outperforms
CPU-only runs and the reduction in synchronization and communication leads to
noticeable improvement in GPU runs. We’ll explain this performance trend in CPU-
only and GPU runs in the following section.
Similarly, QR factorization does parallel panel factorization. Unlike LU, QR
doesn’t include partial pivoting, so panel tasks in QR do not involve global communi-
cation for pivoting and QR doesn’t have sequential global pivoting after the parallel
region. Thus, QR factorization shows relatively more significant speed-up with our
runtime over the baseline LLVM OpenMP runtime with oversubscription compared
with LU factorization. SLATE uses a communication-avoiding QR algorithm for QR

























































































(d) LU, 1-node, large size, Summit
Figure 2.8: Performance of LU on single of Cori-GPU/Summit (Skylake/Power9 +
V100) with double precision (CPU: CPU-Only, GPU: CPU+GPU)
each panel task transfers the tiles factored after the panel factorization to other ranks
before it proceeds with lookahead and trailing submatrix tasks. The panel factoriza-
tion is also the most critical task to the task graph of QR factorization in SLATE.
Thus, gang-scheduling helps minimize the interference of the nested parallel regions
as it does for LU.
Figures 2.9, 2.10b show the performance of QR factorization on single- and multi-














































































(d) QR, 1-node, large size, Summit
Figure 2.9: Performance of QR factorization on single of Cori-GPU/Summit (Sky-
lake/Power9 + V100) with double precision (CPU: CPU-Only, GPU: CPU+GPU)
and 15.06% on Summit at CPU-only runs, and 15.2% on Cori GPU and 22.20% on
Summit at GPU runs on a single node over corresponding CPU-only and GPU runs
with LLVM OpenMP runtime. Gang-scheduling shows considerable improvement in
4-node runs up to 12.8% on Cori GPU. QR factorization also has diminishing returns










































(b) QR, 4-node, large size
Figure 2.10: Performance of LU/QR on 4-node of Cori-GPU (Skylake + V100) with
double precision (CPU: CPU-Only, GPU: CPU+GPU)
2.5.3 Detailed Analysis of Improvement in LU and QR
Figure 2.11 represents how much MPI routines, panel task and other routines consist
of the overall execution time in terms of critical path. The tasks transfer tiles between
ranks in the beginning and end of panel, lookahead, and submatrix tasks. So, MPI
communication and panel factorization determines the length of the critical path of
LU and QR task graphs. Child tasks from lookahead and trailing submatrix tasks
run in parallel with these routines to overlap the critical routines, which consists of
most portion of Others. Each bar is normalized to the total execution time of LLVM
with the corresponding input matrix.
The benefits of gang-scheduling in our integrated runtime for single- and multi-
node runs diminish for both LU and QR factorization. Gang-scheduling helps remove
the delayed synchronization by oversubscription with deadlock avoidance, which leads
to reduction in Panel. The reduction makes the tile transfer happen earlier, at the
end of the panel task, which shortens the waiting time in other MPI ranks that
need the tiles to proceed. This is shown on the reduction of MPI Comm in Fig-










































































































Figure 2.11: Detailed Critical Path of LU and QR factorization on a single node with
LLVM and HClib OMP
The degree of degradation incurred by oversubscription depends on the inter-barrier
time of an application [41]. The bigger input matrix has longer inter-barrier time,
which leads to less significant degradation from context switching by oversubscription.
Rather, oversubscription hides waiting time from OS and hardware events monitored
at the kernel-level, which makes our runtime shows increase in Others consisting of
single-threaded BLAS kernels. It is because the latency hiding of oversubscription is



































Figure 2.12: Performance Difference of Cholesky with history and hybrid victim Se-
lection on LLVM and HClib OMP
diminishing returns of gang-scheduling over oversubscription.
However, the benefit of gang-scheduling becomes more significant on the GPU
offloaded version because a significant portion of computation in others is offloaded
to GPUs where oversubscription helps on the large matrices. A larger portion of the
single-threaded BLAS kernels is offloaded in LU than in QR. So, QR has diminishing
returns on the GPU version as the size of the input matrix becomes bigger. If more
computation in QR is offloaded, our gang-scheduling can bring more improvement in
QR.
2.5.4 Cholesky Factorization: Maximized Overlap of Communication and Computation
Cholesky factorization is a decomposition of a Hermitian positive definite matrix into
a lower triangular matrix and its conjugate transpose. Cholesky is used for standard
scientific computations such as linear least squares and Monte Carlo simulations. It
has proven to be twice as efficient as LU when it is applicable. The panel factorization
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Figure 2.13: Panel, Lookahead, and Submatrix Tasks of Cholesky in SLATE
is much lighter, so lookahead and trailing submatrix tasks are critical to improving the
performance of Cholesky. As we mentioned above, trailing submatrix tasks [i-1] and
panel task[i] can run concurrently. LU and QR factorization have heavy panel tasks
which are parallelized in a nested-parallel region, so any workers that finish lookahead
tasks will push dependent panel tasks into ready queues. Most often, they’re pushed
to the worker’s work-stealing queue, so panel tasks are likely to be scheduled just
after lookahead tasks. Also, the panel tasks are heavy and take a large portion of
execution time, so the degree of overlapping of the panel tasks and trailing submatrix
tasks have limited impact on the performance.
In Figure 2.12 , Cholesky is highly influenced by the victim policies which affect
the overlapping of the two tasks while LU and QR doesn’t have much difference by
the victim policies as shown in Figure 2.7.
As described in Figure 2.13, its panel factorization is done in a bunch of inde-
pendent tasks and takes less time than trailing submatrix tasks, so when the panel
task becomes available after its preceding lookahead task is done, child tasks from












































































(d) CPU-Only, 1-node, Summit
Figure 2.14: Performance of Cholesky factorization on single of Cori-GPU/Summit
(Skylake/Power9 + V100) with double precision (CPU: CPU-Only)
child tasks from the panel tasks is determined by how each worker chooses a victim
for work-stealing. If they use the typical history-based victim selection, every worker
will keep stealing from the worker in which the trailing submatrix is running and
create its child tasks. This work-stealing from the same victim leads to a delay in the
scheduling of the panel task and less overlapping of inter-node communication on the
panel task with the child tasks from the trailing submatrix task.
Figures 2.14, 2.15a show the performance of Cholesky factorization. As we ex-
pected, the improved overlapping of computation in trailing submatrix tasks and

































































(b) Stacked Bar, CPU-Only, 1-node
Figure 2.15: Performance of Cholesky factorization on 4-node of Cori-GPU (Skylake
+ V100) and Detailed Analysis on a single node with double precision (CPU: CPU-
Only)
significantly. The improvement is more significant with bigger matrices because it
takes more time to transfer tiles to other ranks and update the trailing submatrix,
which gives more opportunity for overlapping. On a single node, the improvement is
up to 36.94% on Cori-GPU and 16.29% on Summit with double-precision. On 4-node
runs, the kernel is improved up to 28.83% on Cori-GPU.
We analyze Cholesky in detail on a single-node of Cori-GPU to clarify where the
improvement comes from. We profile each OpenMP worker in different MPI ranks
and compute the average of each event such as Idle, MPI_Recv, MPI_Isend/Wait,
and Compute which includes all computations from panel, lookahead, and trailing
submatrix tasks. The largest portion of Idle consists of waiting time until the updated
tiles are received through MPI_Recv from other MPI ranks. Figure 2.15b shows the
detailed analysis of Cholesky factorization on a single node with two matrix sizes on
LLVM and HClib OMP. In the small matrix, the amount of computation is relatively
small, which doesn’t affect the degree of overlapping significantly regardless of when
MPI routines are called. However, on the large matrix, the computation from the
trailing submatrix takes longer time, which can overlap MPI routines. So, our victim
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selection successfully hides the latency of MPI routines, which leads to significant
reduction in the overall idle time.
2.6 Related Work
2.6.1 Task Graphs in Task-Based Parallel Programming Models
Task graphs have been adopted in most industry and academic works. As men-
tioned in earlier sections, languages supporting task graphs provide constructs for
explicit task dependency through objects such as promise and futures in C++11 [23],
Habanero [11], Go [24]. A recent work, Legate-Numpy [42], shows that implicit paral-
lelism can be extracted from the data flow of library calls. These task-based parallel
programming models supporting task graphs haven’t paid much attention to data-
parallel tasks or overlapping of tasks on the graphs. Hence, we have focused our
attention on these tasks, which are highly crucial for performance.
2.6.2 Runtime Systems Based on User-level Threads
User-level threads have been adopted to benefit from their lightweight context switch-
ing cost. One of the most common uses of ULTs is to remove the oversubscription by
multiple parallel regions. Lithe [43] resolved the composability of different OpenMP
instances by providing a dedicated partition of cores to each instance through user-
level contexts. However, this partitioning can lead to less resource utilization because
of imbalanced loads across instances. Several runtime systems [21, 22, 44, 45] share
the underlying kernel-level threads through work-stealing or their own scheduling al-
gorithm with ULTs. They tried to make use of the lightweight context switching
cost of ULTs in different contexts but couldn’t resolve the deadlock issue completely.
Shenango [45] tried to provide a bypass for blocking kernel calls, but other blocking
operations used in library calls or written by users can lead to a deadlock. BOLT [21]
adopted user-level thread for OpenMP threads to remove oversubscription overhead
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of nested-parallel regions by sharing of underlying workers through work-stealing.
This work-stealing can lead to deadlock if tasks include any blocking operation or
library calls. Before BOLT, S.Bak et al. [22] adopts user-level threads to support the
integrated runtime system of Charm++/AMPI and OpenMP without oversubscrip-
tion. This work also has a deadlock problem for blocking tasks. Our work benefits
from the advantages of ULTs without deadlock or inefficient resource utilization due
to coarse-grained partitioning.
2.6.3 Communication and Computation Overlap
Asynchronous parallel programming models [13, 46, 47, 14] have been suggested for
overlapping by making all of the function calls asynchronous, which directs the run-
time system to interleave communication and computation inherently. However, the
asynchronous parallel programming models require significant effort on the part of
users to write their applications explicitly without deadlock, and tracking control
flow of functions calls is not intuitive. To reduce this burden in explicit parallel pro-
gramming, there have been introduced implicit parallel programming models such as
PaRSEC and Legion [48, 49]. These implicit parallel programming models extract
parallelism from user codes and handles the communication and synchronization im-
plicitly in their runtime internals.
J. Richard et al. [50] studied the overlapping of OpenMP tasks with asynchronous
MPI routines in which the application uses the priority clause and task loops. As
previously mentioned, the examples we used cannot benefit from the priority clause
because it works only for ready tasks. Our victim selection helps the overlapping




In this work, we proposed gang-scheduling and hybrid victim selection in our runtime
system to improve the performance of task graphs involving inter/intra-node commu-
nication and computation. Our approach schedules nested parallel regions involving
blocking synchronizations and global communications with minimal interference as
well as with desirable data locality. It is implemented efficiently using a monotonic
identifier and an eligibility function to enforce an ordering of gangs so as to ensure
the absence of deadlock. Also, it interoperates with work-stealing to minimize un-
used resources within and across gangs. Our suggested victim selection resolved the
problem of the common heuristic based on a history of previously successful steals by
applying random-stealing and history-based alternatives within a fixed window size
to overlap communication and computation.
We evaluated our work on three commonly used linear algebra kernels, LU, QR,
and Cholesky factorizations, from the state of the art SLATE library. Our approach
showed an improvement for LU of 18.35% on a single node in double precision and of
11.36% on multiple nodes. The improvements for QR went up to 22.20% on a single
node and 12.78% on four nodes with double precision. Cholesky factorization was
improved by our hybrid victim selection, with an improvement of up to 36.94% on
a single node and 28.83% on multiple nodes with double precision. Further, unlike
current runtimes, our approach guarantees the absence of deadlock in these kernels
for all inputs. Finally, our approach is applicable to any application written using
task graphs that also needs to perform additional synchronization and communication
operations as in the SLATE library.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTI-LEVEL LOAD BALANCING WITH AN INTEGRATED
RUNTIME APPROACH
On-node parallelism has increased rapidly by adding more number of cores and hard-
ware threads. This increased intra-node parallelism makes each core have less avail-
able memory capacity and bandwidth. So, considering each core individually may
lead to increased memory usage in communication routines and management over-
head to schedule tasks to each core through a global scheduling and load balancing
mechanisms. This inefficiency can restrict the scaling of parallel applications running
on the massive on-node parallel machines. Thus, grouping a region of cores with dy-
namic scheduling methods that run in a distributed manner within a shared memory
region can improve the challenge mentioned above.
Besides, an increasing number of parallel applications run in an irregular manner
where underlying data layout and assigned work for each subdomain in the data is
not able to be distributed evenly across processing elements. These irregular paral-
lel applications have become prevalent in high-performance computing because of its
flexibility with reduced data and computation on applications having multi-resolution
& phases and iterative computations depending on input data. This inherent irreg-
ularity leads to a huge amount of load imbalance on the latest hardware. Regular
applications where data and computation of applications are decomposed into uni-
form tasks also can have significant load imbalance incurred by system variation such
as varying computing power on each core through DVFS or Turbo Boost, network
delay, and OS noise [51, 52].
The load imbalance can be improved by previously proposed load balancing ap-
proaches at intra and inter-node levels. To make this load balancing scalable, the
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inter-node load balancing performs without considering imbalance across PEs within
each node. This coarse-grained intra-load balancing may scale better compared to
when all PEs within each node are considered for load balancing but leave unresolved
load imbalance between load balancing periods at an intra-node level. Figure 3.1a
shows the unresolved load imbalance and additional intra-node load balancing dis-
tributes the imbalance as in Figure 3.1b. The intra-node load balancing can help
excessive work on a certain core to be redistributed when needed without migrating
tasks excessively. We can see that the shaded portion of execution on the loaded core
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(b) With intra-node LB.
Figure 3.1: The load imbalance at intra-node and reduced load imbalance through
worksharing
Our work is motivated by the challenges of load balancing on the latest mas-
sive on-node parallelism, as mentioned above. Tasks and its working data should
reside on processing elements within a certain length of time between invocations of
periodic load balancing to maintain data-locality at intra-node level. At the same
time, the excessive workload on loaded PE is distributed across idle PEs within the
same node only when it is considered beneficial and needed. With consideration of
the challenges and this desired scenario for load balancing at intra-node level with
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data-locality maintained, we integrate Charm++ [53] and Adaptive MPI(AMPI) [54]
distributed programming model with LLVM OpenMP runtime system running on the
underlying Charm++/AMPI workers. In this integrated runtime system, Charm++
balances the load imbalance across all processing elements through periodic reassign-
ment of objects. This periodic load balancing gives approximate load balance across
processing elements, while each object can reside on a specific PE without migration
between load balancing invocations. The excess load on loaded PEs are redistributed
by user-level threads created from OpenMP parallel regions on Charm++ objects.
The user-level threads are scheduled across Charm++ worker threads within the
same node. The creation of user-level threads happens only when there are idle pro-
cessing elements to help loaded PEs, which minimizes the unnecessary overhead of
fine-grained parallelization. Our integrated runtime system maintains data-locality as
well as lightweight intra-node load balancing. In this chapter, we evaluate the bene-
fits of this work with three production level high-performance computing applications
such as Lassen, Kripke and ChaNGa on the latest supercomputers such as Cori at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Theta at Argonne National Laboratory.
This chapter has the contributions as following:
• Integrated runtime approach to exploit infrequent distributed load balancing
with dynamic load balancing in shared-memory to handle persistent and tran-
sient load imbalances
• Implementation of integrated runtime with Charm++ and LLVM OpenMP
runtime system through the use of user-level threads to enable fine-grained
parallelism for load balancing at intra-node level
• Analysis of limitations of overdecomposition and load balancing strategies




3.1.1 The Charm++ Programming Model
Charm++ is a parallel programming system based on an asynchronous message driven
execution model. Charm++ application is decomposed into migratable C++ objects,
chares, which have computation and data. So, Charm++ applications are often
over-decomposed into chares. This over-decomposition and asynchronous method
invocation of Charm++ enable efficient use of resources by context-switching chares
assigned on the same core to hide communication latency of certain chares with
computation of other chares.
Charm++ runtime system manages incoming messages and identifies correspond-
ing chares of the incoming messages. Those chares are scheduled on to the underlying
worker threads. Chares are mapped to specific cores until load balancing is incurred.
Figure 3.2 shows the overdecomposed chares where multiple chares are assigned to a
processing element(PE) and communicate via asynchronous messages. Here, a pro-
cessing element(PE) refers to a core or a hardware thread.
In Charm++, each scheduler used to be a separate process, which incurs inter-
process message exchange even when the sender and receiver reside on the same phys-
ical node. To resolve this inefficiency and exploit multicore processors, Charm++ has
evolved to run multiple worker threads in each process. This evolved version is called
SMP mode, where all on-node communication is processed through queueing messages
across src and target worker threads [55]. In this mode, Charm++ creates worker
threads as many as the number of the underlying microprocessors on a node. Typi-
cally, worker threads are bound to each hardware thread to avoid thread migration by
OS thread scheduler. Each worker thread is called a PE. Each PE has a separate mes-
sage queue and runs scheduler to handle incoming messages and schedule chares. In
SMP mode, PEs in the same process can share memory because they’re in a shared
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Figure 3.2: The Charm++ parallel programming system.
memory region. So, intra-node communication in SMP mode incurs a single-copy,
which reduces memory footprint significantly. With multiple worker-threads in the
same node, work-sharing can be exploited as well.
3.1.2 Periodic Persistence-based Load Balancing
Many scientific applications proceed in iterations such as time-steps until a particular
condition for convergence is satisfied. In other words, a series of iterations have a
similar computation and communication sequence, which can be used to predict the
load of the next iterations. The principle of persistence uses this characteristic of iter-
ative applications for predicting workload in the future iterations. Charm++ adopts
this heuristic and implements load balancing strategies based on the heuristic. In
Charm++, as mentioned earlier, data and computation are encapsulated into a chare
which is a migratable object and resides on a specific processing element(PE). The
Charm++ load balancing framework collects the load and communication statistics
on each PE, which are used for each load balancing strategy to make a decision based
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on its algorithm.
Charm++ has a suite of various load balancing strategies. Even though periodic
load balancing resolve load imbalance across PEs, PEs still have transient load im-
balance between load balancing periods. Periodic load balancing cannot be called
frequently because of its overhead in the migration of objects and load balancing al-
gorithms. Hierarchical load balancing which runs different load balancing strategies
in different granularity may help reduce this overhead. However, it still incurs con-
siderable overhead and limitation to resolve the transient load imbalance completely.
In Section 3.3, we’ll introduce our runtime approach to resolve this load imbalance
with marginal overhead.
3.2 Overview
As described in Section 3, it is challenging to resolve load imbalance across PEs
with data-locality maintained. Dynamic load balancing methods such as random
work-stealing or dynamic loop-scheduling in OpenMP eliminates data-locality by the
migration of objects, which sometimes outweigh the improvements by the load bal-
ancing[20, 56].
These load balancing methods handle load imbalance at runtime but incurs over-
head by migrating objects. If this dynamic load balancing is incurred infrequently,
it can lead to unresolved load imbalance and performance degradation due to the
inefficient use of cores. This overhead becomes noticeable in the inter-node level. Ex-
ploiting intra-node level load balancing is relatively more efficient, so the combination
of infrequent inter-node level load balancing with more frequent intra-node level load
balancing can improve load imbalance with less overhead.
In this work, we propose an integrated runtime of distributed and shared mem-
ory programming models exemplified by the integration of Charm++ and LLVM
OpenMP runtime. Our runtime uses periodic load balancing across all PEs based on
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the measured load on each PE while work-stealing of user-level threads across pro-
cessing elements balance transient load imbalance between periods. In our baseline
runtime, Charm++ schedules chare across different workers in a shared-memory re-
gion. In our integrated runtime, OpenMP regions on chares are created into user-level
threads, which are scheduled across the Charm++ workers to exploit idle workers.
This creation of user-level threads only happens when considered beneficial. Fig-
ure 3.1 represents a scenario where most of the computation exists on a PE, which
leads to the dynamic creation of user-level threads for load balancing across idle PEs.
This creation of user-level threads improves load imbalance at intra-node level with
less frequent periodic load balancing incurring significant overhead.
The rest of this chapter is organized as following. We describe our improved
integration of OpenMP and Charm++ through user-level threads in Section 3.3.
Following this, we showcase the performance improvements of the target applications
by our integrated runtime system in Section 3.4. Finally, we introduce related works
in Section 3.5 and conclude with a summary of our approach in Section 3.6
3.3 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the OpenMP thread model and our implementation and
optimization of its runtime features for Charm++. We introduce the initial imple-
mentation of the integration with their heuristic optimizations and discuss the changes
we made over the prior implementation afterwards.
3.3.1 The Initial OpenMP Integration to Charm++
Common OpenMP runtime systems spawn their own threads independent of Charm++
worker threads. Without proper coordination between the two runtime systems the
OpenMP and Charm++ threads will contend for hardware resources and lead to
oversubscription of cores. To enable OpenMP to efficiently work with Charm++,
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we modified an OpenMP library to use Charm++ worker threads, so that the two
runtimes can share resources.
Figure 3.3: Implementation of OpenMP for Charm++ using stackless Charm++
messages
We initially implemented on GNU OpenMP 4.0, which is forked from GCC 4.9.3.
First, we modified the OpenMP runtime to use Charm++ threads to execute its
tasks. Instead of spawning new threads for the execution of OpenMP tasks, our
OpenMP runtime puts task descriptors into Charm++ messages. These messages
are pushed onto a thread-local task queue that can be accessed by other threads on
the same node. Idle threads steal tasks from this task queue. Because OpenMP
is predominantly a synchronous programming model, all OpenMP programs have
an implicit synchronization point in termination. Without removing these implicit
synchronization points, the OpenMP tasks would make all Charm++ threads wait
at a number of barriers.
As all threads in Charm++ are both worker as well as master threads, removing
these barriers is necessary because otherwise this can lead to a hang. To solve this
issue, we eliminate all barriers in OpenMP and replace them with atomic counters
for each OpenMP task collection. When a chare generates OpenMP tasks, it records
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the number of tasks in its own team structure. Then, when other chares attempt
to steal tasks from a busy thread, they decrement the appropriate counter to notify
the master thread that its task is going to be executed. All OpenMP tasks pushed
into the task queue can now be considered normal Charm++ messages, which can be
executed and/or migrated within a node.
Figure 3.3 shows how OpenMP interoperates with Charm++ when Charm++
runs on a node with 4 PEs and use static scheduling to split each chare’s task into
OpenMP tasks. For the purpose of simplicity, we show how the static schedule of
OpenMP works in this integrated runtime system. First, each chare splits its task
into as many OpenMP tasks as there are PEs on a node. The OpenMP runtime puts
each OpenMP task in a Charm++ message and pushes all of the messages into the
thread local task queue. An idle thread can potentially steal a task from one of the
busy threads on the same node, thereby distributing the work.
3.3.2 Scheduling Schemes of OpenMP for Charm++
Basic scheduling schemes for OpenMP
The number of messages created for OpenMP tasks resulted in overheads in message
creation and queue contention. We identified various opportunities for performance
improvement and implemented them as different scheduling schemes. In the OpenMP
standard, there are four kinds of scheduling schemes for OpenMP tasks. The first
and default scheduling policy in many implementations is static scheduling. static
scheduling assigns the iterations of a for-loop to cores in blocks of size number of
iterations divided by the number of physical threads in a node. This incurs no over-
head due to task creation and contention because it is done by the compiler. In
the dynamic schedule, threads in a team pick and execute next available iterations.
Dynamic scheduling incurs some overhead due to task creation, contention of shared
resources as well loss of locality. In the guided policy, each thread in the team is
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assigned a chunk of iterations proportional to the number of unassigned iterations
divided by the number of threads in a team. Whenever each thread in a team finishes
its assigned task, the next assigned chunk is determined in this way. User can specify
the minimum size of chunk in the guided policy. The auto policy is specific to each
implementation.
Changing the portion of stealable OpenMP tasks
We first consider static scheduling and show how we minimize the overheads of our
task scheduler. Although static scheduling avoids the runtime overhead of dynamic
and guided policies, static scheduling can still cause significant overhead by the cre-
ation of excessive numbers of messages. To minimize overheads of accessing the local
task queue, we make all threads keep a history vector to record the ratio of stolen
tasks to locally executed tasks. Using the moving average of the previous ratios in
the history vector helps each thread decide how many of the generated tasks it should
push into its local task queue to expose for work stealing. This reduces the overhead
for each thread to push and pop its own OpenMP messages into its local task queue.
Changing the number of OpenMP messages created
We use an atomic counter for the number of idle threads in the Charm++ runtime
to prevent each thread from creating more messages than the number of idle threads.
This can reduce overheads in creating messages significantly and efficiently. When
the OpenMP runtime splits each thread task into OpenMP tasks, it first inspects
the idle counter maintained by the runtime system. In addition to this value, the
OpenMP runtime also looks at the local history record of previous ratios of work
stolen. These ratios represents how many of tasks have been stolen by other threads.
Then, when each thread needs to split their task into at least the number of messages
proportional to the average of these previous ratios. In our integration of OpenMP
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for Charm++, we use a bigger value of average ratio in the history vector and the
number of idle threads in the atomic counter to decide how many messages to create.
Using only the counter may restrict parallelism at times because each thread may
lose the opportunity to receive help from other threads becoming idle while its tasks
are being executed.
3.3.3 Limitations of the Initial OpenMP Integration
As we described above, we implemented this integrated runtime using GNUOpenMP [57,
58] as described in Figure 3.3. In the first implementation, we used stackless Charm++
messages to implement OpenMP threads on top of Charm++ runtime. Each chare
can create OpenMP threads, which become stackless Charm++ messages which can
be stolen across PEs within the same node. These OpenMP threads are pushed to
a PE-local work-stealing queue, which is implemented using the Chase-Lev [59] non-
blocking algorithm. To minimize the overhead, we adopted two heuristics. Each node
maintains an atomic counter to keep track of idle PEs within a node and each PE
keeps a history vector of how many OpenMP tasks have been stolen by other idle
PEs. Using these two heuristics, we can create OpenMP tasks only when there are
idle PEs and the fine-grained parallelism is beneficial.
The initial implementation still has a creation overhead to some degree and has
only limited support for OpenMP directives, because it is implemented using stackless
Charm++ messages. First, it only supports barriers at the end of each OpenMP
parallel region. OpenMP has implicit and explicit barriers within a region, and can
use multiple barriers within each region. For example, ’omp for’ has an implicit
barrier in the end of each ’omp for’ pragma and ’omp single’ may have an implicit
barrier if the variable updated within ’omp single’ is accessed outside the pragma. In
addition, many synchronization pragmas such as ’omp barrier’ are used for correctness
and verification. These barriers could not be implemented because stackless messages
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were used.
To implement barriers, the OpenMP tasks should be able to be suspended and
resumed, and all the data for each OpenMP task should be maintained when they are
resumed on other PEs. In addition, the stackless messages incur unnecessary overhead
for each OpenMP parallel region. Most OpenMP runtimes maintain a pool of threads
which are suspended and can be resumed for the upcoming OpenMP parallel regions,
such that an OpenMP thread is initialized only when it is created in the beginning of
the first OpenMP parallel region, and is suspended and resumed until the runtime is
exiting. Our initial implementation did the initialization for each OpenMP parallel
region because threads could not be suspended and resumed.
3.3.4 Overview of the Current Implementation
We adopted user-level threads to resume and suspend OpenMP tasks on top of the
Charm++ runtime. Now, each OpenMP parallel region creates user-level threads
which can be scheduled by the Charm++ runtime scheduler. These user-level threads
are pushed to the same work-stealing queue as in the first queue and minimize the
overhead of fine-grained parallelism using the same heuristics in the prior implemen-
tation. We use boost context assembly codes to implement migration of user level
threads across different kernel threads in Charm++ runtime system. Each user level
thread has its own stack and is migratable across different kernel-level threads.
However, even with the user-level threads, there are still several issues to imple-
ment suspend and resume of OpenMP threads. The first issue is how to schedule
suspended OpenMP tasks which are stolen by thieves. Thieves cannot continue to
work on this because they can be idle temporarily while waiting for messages from
other PEs. So, these suspended tasks should be pushed to the creator’s queue. The
second issue is that the suspended tasks cannot be pushed to the creator’s work-
stealing queue by thieves because the work-stealing queue supports one producer and
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Figure 3.4: Implementation of OpenMP for Charm++ using user-level threads.
multiple consumers to minimize the usage of atomic operations. To resolve this issue,
we implemented a separate queue for suspended tasks on each PE which supports
multiple producers and consumers. Figure 3.4 shows how the current implementa-
tion of OpenMP interoperates with Charm++ on a node with 2 PEs. First, the
integrated OpenMP creates OpenMP tasks on OpenMP parallel region which are
user-level threads migratable across PEs in Charm++. Each OpenMP parallel region
keeps an atomic counter for each barrier within the parallel region. Created OpenMP
tasks decrement the counter when encountering barriers within each OpenMP par-
allel region and they are pushed to the creator’s suspended task queue if they are
executed on PEs other than the creator. The creator waits for the counter to become
zero and moves suspended tasks from the suspended task queue to the work steal-
ing queue afterwards. In this way, the integrated OpenMP resolves load imbalance
across PEs within a node and implements synchronization and worksharing directives
of OpenMP on top of the Charm++ runtime.
We initially modified the GNU OpenMP runtime for our work but we migrated to
LLVM OpenMP runtime for better compatibility which works with common compilers
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such as icc, gcc, and clang. In addition to better compatibility, the LLVM OpenMP
runtime has fine-grained optimizations such as frequent usage of padding for shared
variables and assembly instructions for synchronization routines.
3.3.5 Benefit of the Current Version over the Initial Version
The adoption of user level threads brings several advantages over the initial imple-
mentation. First, multiple OpenMP parallel parallel regions can be merged into one
bigger OpenMP parallel region. At the start of an OpenMP parallel region, the
runtime incurs an overhead and loses locality if there are short, successive OpenMP
parallel regions because the same data can be accessed by different PEs. Imple-
mentation of barriers resolves this issue by merging short OpenMP parallel regions
into a bigger parallel region. In addition, we can avoid some of the initialization of
each OpenMP task mentioned above because tasks can suspend and resume within
a while loop. Each PE keeps a pool of user-level threads for OpenMP and resumes
those threads only with initialization of function pointers to each OpenMP parallel
region.
3.4 Application Study
We evaluate the benefits of our integrated runtime system of Charm++/AMPI and
LLVM OpenMP runtime with 3 different applications. First, we studied the charac-
teristics and limitations of periodic load balancing with Lassen. And show the benefit
of this integrated runtime on the applications. We choose 2 Charm++ applications
and 1 MPI+OpenMP applications such as Lassen, ChaNGa, and Kripke. We com-
pare the performance of these codes with and without OpenMP runtime integrated.
We show the performance of all applications on NERSC Cori and ALCF Theta. For
all the applications, we picked the scheduling strategy that performed the best. We
use two heuristics for OpenMP to minimize overhead.
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Cori and Theta are CrayXC machines hosted by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory. Cori has two different kinds of nodes,
Haswell and KNL. For Haswell nodes, Cori has two 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3
processors on each node. Theta has only KNL nodes which consists of Intel Xeon Phi
7230. We used Haswell nodes on Cori and KNL nodes on Theta for experiments.
3.4.1 Lassen
Lassen is an LLNL proxy application for modeling wave propagation by tracking the
wave front. This application has significant load imbalance where the load is concen-
trated just before and after the wave front. As the wave front moves, computation
load also shifts. We use the Charm++ implementation of Lassen. The input to the
application is a Cartesian mesh subdivided into domains and assigned to PEs. The
number of domains used is sixteen times the number of PEs. We use 2-way SMT
on both Cori and Theta for Lassen, which have 32 and 64 cores per node. First, we
run Lassen on a single node of Cori with different load balancing schemes, different
frequency of LBs and decomposition ratios to illustrate the limitations of periodic
load balancing. In these experiments, we measure the load imbalance of Lassen with
different load balancers and calculate the percent imbalance λ [60] with Equation 3.1.







We use four load balancing strategies: GreedyLB, GredyRefineLB, RefineLB and
HybridLB. GreedyLB moves objects from most loaded PEs to least loaded PEs. Re-
fineLB computes the average loads across PEs and move objects so that loads on
each PE get closer to the average. GreedyRefineLB works similar to GreedyLB but
minimizes migration of objects.

























































































Figure 3.5: Load imbalance factor λ of Lassen with different configurations of decom-
position and load balancing on a single node of Cori without OpenMP integration.
archy of PEs. In HybridLB, the root collects load measurements from all the PEs
and makes decisions on migration of objects in the first level of the hierarchy with a
predefined load balancing strategy for the level. PEs in the first level migrate objects
across siblings based on the decision in the first level, then become the root for each

































































Figure 3.6: Performance of Lassen with different configurations of decomposition and
load balancing on a single node of Cori without OpenMP integration.
load balancing can minimize migration of objects between PEs which are located far
from each other and reduce the overhead of centralized load balancing. In addition,
we can use different LBs that work better in each level. We used HybridLB with
two levels and adopted RefineLB and GreedyRefineLB for the first and second level,
respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Application time and Load balancing overhead of Lassen with GreedyLB
and GreedyRefineLB on a single node of Cori without OpenMP integration.
Figure 3.5 shows the load imbalance factor λ with different decomposition ratios
and load balancing configurations on Cori. Load imbalance is reduced by higher ra-
tio of decomposition and frequency of load balancing. However, the performance of
Lassen get worse or does not improve from certain decomposition ratios and frequen-
cies. Figure 3.6 shows the performance of Lassen with different decomposition ratio
and frequency of LB. Lassen shows the best performance with 4 chares per PE and 10
iterations with GreedyRefineLB and RefineLB on a single node. GreedyLB doesn’t
work well even compared to execution runs without load balancing. This performance
degradation of decomposition and load balancing comes from incurred overhead. As
we decompose problem domain into more objects, the surface to volume ratio in-
creases, which means application will spend more time on communication between
neighboring objects in the problem domain. As we increase the frequency of LBs, the
application should do some global communications to collect load measurement and
migration of objects across PEs and nodes. Figure 3.7 and shows the detailed timing
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result of GreedyLB and GreedyRefineLB in stacked bar graph of application time
and load balancing overhead. The load balancing overhead includes cost of migrating
objects and global synchronization cost for collecting load measurements on each PE.
GreedyLB shows increasing load balancing overhead while GreedyRefine maintains
marginally increasing overhead because GreedyLB doesn’t consider the assignment
of objects, which incurs more migrations. GreedyRefine minimizes the migration of
objects considering the assignment of objects. In addition, this load balancing over-
head affects the application time because each PE continues its work just after they
finish their contribution and migration for each load balancing. So, while other PEs
migrating their objects, some PEs can resume their work, which affected by migration
of objects due to contention on within or across node interconnect. We also can see
that excessive decomposition makes the performance worse by increasing application
time while reducing load balancing overhead.
Our approach is very well suited to handle this limitation of periodic load balanc-
ing presented above. We use implicit tasks generated via our OpenMP integration to
resolve existing load imbalance without a significant overhead. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b
show how much the integrated OpenMP resolves load imbalance and improves the
performance of Lassen on a single node of Cori and Theta with best configuration(4
chares/PE, 10 iterations) from Figure 3.6. We see that excess load is spread to other
PEs, which reduces the load imbalance factor. This improvement in load imbalance
results in improvement of performance with all load balancing strategies we choose.
In addition, Theta shows bigger improvements in load imbalance and performance
because Xeon Phi has more cores. Load imbalance can therefore be higher and can
get resolved better on Theta with the help of many idle PEs.
We run Lassen to show the benefit of our work on Cori and Theta with and with-
out best performing load balancing strategies such as GreedyRefineLB and HybridLB.
Even though HybridLB is worse than RefineLB on a single node, it works well on
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(a) Load factor on Cori(Haswell) and Theta(KNL)
(b) Performance of Lassen on Cori(Haswell) and Theta(KNL)
Figure 3.8: Improvement of load imbalance(a) and performance(b) of Lassen on a
single node of Cori and Theta.
multi-node runs because of its distributed design. Figure 3.9 shows how much Lassen
is improved. The chosen periodic load balancing schemes can distribute load imbal-
ance across nodes quite well. However, as we noted in the motivation of this work,































































(b) Strong scaling on Theta(KNL nodes).
Figure 3.9: Strong scaling results of Lassen on Cori and Theta.
because of its more significant overhead. Figure 3.9 shows how the OpenMP integra-
tion can help distribute this load imbalance within each node. Even only with the
OpenMP integration, the load imbalance in Lassen is quite well redistributed and the
performance is improved around 29.6% on Cori with 512 cores and 46.5% on Theta
with 2K cores. Users can easily resolve load imbalance in their application by adding
simple flags of OpenMP while they can redistribute load imbalance across nodes by
using persistent load balancing manually. When integrated OpenMP is used with the
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best performing periodic LB, HybridLB, the performance is improved 32.5% on Cori
with 512 cores and 45.9% on Theta with 2K cores.
3.4.2 Kripke
Kripke [61] is a proxy application for parallel deterministic transport codes written
and managed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It is written in MPI,
and some of the codes can be further parallelized in OpenMP optionally. Kripke
is designed to study common computation and communication characteristics of a
production transport simulation application in a few hundreds of lines of code.
The codes solve the flux of neutral particles in a deterministic manner inside of
a volume of interest. Kripke uses a 3D domain to implement parallel sweeps. The
3D domain is spatially decomposed into subdomains. MPI ranks are assigned these
subdomains.
The parallel sweep kernels are the most critical for the performance of determin-
istic parallel transport simulations. Each sweep computation is a traversal through
a domain sequentially. So, sweep kernels have dependencies within the domain, and
the domain is also decomposed spatially, which makes scaling sweeps challenging. So,
Kripke extracts parallelism by pipelining successive sweeps over the different energy
groups and directions. In each iteration, the global particle count is collected through
a reduction for convergence.
Adaptive MPI (AMPI [54]) is an MPI implementation that confirms to MPI stan-
dard and is implemented on the underlying Charm++ runtime system. AMPI sup-
ports the adaptive runtime schemes of Charm++ because MPI rank on AMPI is
implemented on each ULT, which is equivalent to a chare in Charm++. So, the
underlying runtime can schedule MPI ranks in the same manner as chares are sched-
uled in Charm++. In other words, MPI ranks on AMPI are running as chares in
Charm++, so our integrated OpenMP can be used with AMPI + OpenMP programs
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in the same way as Charm++ with OpenMP. This enables all MPI ranks to cre-
ate OpenMP threads up to the number of cores of the underlying machine without
oversubscription.
All of the experiments for AMPI were executed on Theta which has 64 cores on
each node. The version of Kripke we use is 1.1 and we use the default configuration for
experiments. We don’t make any change in the source code to apply our integrated
OpenMP on the application code but AMPI is built with our OpenMP option enabled.
We measure weak-scaling of the performance in the number of cores. The number of
groups and directions are held persistent over all experiments.
In Figure 3.10, the time per iteration of Kripke on different runtime environments
such as MPI, MPI+OpenMP, AMPI and AMPI+OpenMP. We apply two different
number of OpenMP threads for MPI+OpenMP and AMPI+OpenMP runs. The first
number in parenthesis represents the number of MPI ranks while the second number
stands for OpenMP threads per rank. For example, MPI+OMP(4:16) means Kripke
runs with 4 ranks on each node and 16 OpenMP threads per rank. Because AMPI can
use all the cores for both MPI ranks and OpenMP threads without oversubscription,
we run Kripke on AMPI with 64 ranks and 16 OpenMP threads per rank. Compared
to the corresponding MPI runs with the same number of OpenMP threads, our AMPI
+ OpenMP shows the best performance and the best performing combination is using
64 ranks and 16 OpenMP threads per rank on AMPI.
The parallel sweep kernels of Kripke are improved from fine-grained pipelining on
more number of MPI ranks. The computation kernels are enhanced by parallelism
from OpenMP. Each sweep is sequential and has a dependency, which leads to idle
time within a node while each wavefront computation is going through the domain.
So, the load balancing by OpenMP can balance the load across idle threads and
our integrated runtime enable the load to be distributed across all idle cores within




























Figure 3.10: Weak scaling Kripke with 4096 spatial zones per core on Theta, the time
per iteration is shown for MPI and AMPI with and without OpenMP. Numbers in
parentheses indicate how many ranks were used per node and the number of OpenMP
threads per rank.
persistent-based load balancing not able to improve Kripke. Because of the transient
load imbalance of Kripke, the best performing combination with 64 MPI ranks and 16
OpenMP threads per rank shows 11% improvement than the next best configuration
which uses 32 MPI ranks and 2 OpenMP threads per rank.
This experiment shows that the more efficient use of cores through a unified run-
time can improve the performance pipelined parallel application by balancing tran-
sient load imbalance at an intra-node level even though the application doesn’t have
persistent load imbalance across iterations. Through Adaptive MPI, our work demon-
strates the applicability of our work to existing MPI applications.
3.4.3 ChaNGa
ChaNGa is an N-body cosmological simulation, implemented in Charm++. Cos-
mology researchers have used ChaNGa to model their problems, such as the impact
of a dwarf galaxy on the Milky Way [62], the role of Warm Dark Matter in dwarf
galaxy formation [63] and the intracluster gas properties in merging galaxy clusters.
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ChaNGa can do force evaluation in adaptive time scales at multiple scales.
In ChaNGa, particles have dynamic times that deviate significantly, which origi-
nates from a huge difference in mass densities. The combined effect of the irregular
distribution of particles and the use of multiple scales leads to a severe load imbal-
ance. This load imbalance cannot be resolved by incurring the periodic load balancing
frequently because the migration of objects and runtime overhead for load balancing
algorithm from frequent load balancing creates significant overhead. In addition, for
clustered datasets, this imbalance often exists at the trailing end of each gravity cal-
culation, where only some of PEs are heavily loaded. For our experiments, we use
a benchmark dataset dwf1.2048, which is a highly clustered 5 million particles rep-
resenting a high-resolution dwarf galaxy. In this experiment, which has multi-steps,
each big step is composed of 16 substeps.
To make use of the idle PEs, we parallelize main computation loops with OpenMP
pragmas. When the application encounters OpenMP pragma, it checks if it is bene-
ficial to create OpenMP user-level threads to make use of the idle PEs. The runtime
system keeps the number of idle PEs so we can decide whether it’s beneficial to
create OpenMP user-level threads for intra-node load balancing. This use of idle PE
counter makes the OpenMP threading to happen only when there are idle PEs within
the same node. The user-level threads from the loaded chares are distributed across
idle PEs, which reduces load imbalance at an intra-node level.
Figure 3.11 represents the performance of ChaNGa with the original version and
modified version with OpenMP running on our integrated runtime system. The input
data dwf1.2048 has a strong scale limit so you can see the performance converges as
the number of cores increases. On a single node, the integrated OpenMP shows
around 25.7% of improvement, 16.7% on 2 nodes, 9.4% on 4 nodes and 4% on 8




























Figure 3.11: ChaNGa strong scaling performance on Theta.
3.5 Related Work
The number of cores at the intra-node level has been increasing rapidly since the ad-
vent of Intel Knight’s Landing Xeon Phi processors. This huge intra-node parallelism
brings lots of challenges and opportunities in scalability by sharing a huge amount
of memory across a massive number of cores. Distributed programming models such
as MPI [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69] improved their constructs to handle this increased
number of cores by explicit use of shared memory across multiple threads. Charm++
also has evolved its runtime as described in Section 3.1
Single-level programming models such as pure MPI may not be sufficient to make
full use of the on-node parallelism. Applications may not have enough scalability
and parallelism in algorithm and data structures only through objects in distributed
memory programming models. In addition, intra-node communication which could
be done very efficiently in shared-memory, should go through expensive inter-process
communication, which incurs significant overhead. This inefficiency has brought the
use of hybrid programming models such as ’MPI+X’ by combining distributed and
shared programming models. The most popular shared programming model for X is
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OpenMP, which leads to lots of studies and impacts in HPC community [8, 70, 71].
In addition to OpenMP, other shared memory programming models have been also
explored recently [8, 72, 73].
Load balance at intra-node level can be improved to some degree by the MPI+X
model [74]. Our approach exploits periodic inter-node load balancing to achieve
approximate load balance across nodes and PEs while each node does more frequent
intra-node load balancing to remove residual load imbalance through the creation
of user-level threads. Our work has started as a simple parallel-loop construct in
two different types of interfaces such as API [57] and directives [58] to parallelize
loop on each chare or MPI rank across workers on each node. As mentioned in
Section 3.3.3, this parallel loop through the creation of tasks has a limitation in its
applicability because each thread or task in the loop cannot be suspended/resumed
and keep thread-local data in stack. We improved this limitation by adopting user-
level threads(ULT) with appropriate changes in runtime systems. This adoption
of ULT broadens the applicability of the hybrid programming model without any
limitation, which brings programmability and performance. In addition, the use
of ULTs reduces the runtime overhead a lot by resuming the same thread pool for
each worker repeatedly. With this reduced overhead, our work could improve target
applications on Intel Knights Landing processors which is more sensitive to runtime
overhead than Xeon processors due to limited per-core bandwidth.
There have also been some studies to combine multiple scheduling strategies into
a hybrid scheduling [20, 75, 56]. They make use of static and dynamic scheduling
among cores at an intra-node level to keep data-locality by static decomposition while
improving load imbalance by dynamic scheduling. This work also has been proven
useful to reduce the system variation [76]. These works focus on a specific type of
parallelism in a shared-memory region. We adopt some of these ideas and extend
with scheduling strategies to maximize utility with minimal overhead.
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There have also been some efforts to integrate shared and distributed memory
programming models as our work. [72, 77, 78, 79] This work is also started from
the same motivation through scheduling OpenMP user-level threads on Charm++
worker threads. The user-level threads are created on each subspace decomposed by
Charm++, which leads to a temporal locality.
The work-stealing of tasks have been introduced in most of the task-based pro-
gramming models such as Cilk [10], Intel TBB [80], OpenMP 3.0 [81] and Ha-
banero [11]. Because work-stealing incurs migration of objects, our work creates
user-level threads only when it’s beneficial. The previous works adopting the work-
stealing of tasks have come up with their approaches to maximize the utility of work-
stealing. TBB can specify each iteration to be bound to the same worker thread that
previously executed that iteration, thereby achieving inherent temporal data local-
ity. The Habanero runtime system has an adaptive work-stealing scheduler [34] to
maximize data locality.
3.6 Summary
The recent processors have a massive amount of on-node parallelism from a rapidly
increased number of cores per chip. Parallel applications become more complicated by
using irregular data layout. This complexity leads to imbalanced loads, which leads
to more significant performance degradation in the massive on-node parallelism. Ex-
isting periodic load balancing at an inter-node level and hybrid programming models
have limitations in resolving load imbalance on the massive on-node parallelism.
In this chapter, we proposed an integrated runtime system that combines dis-
tributed programming model and shared-memory programming model through the
use of user-level threads to handle load imbalance at intra-node level efficiently, which
is exemplified by the integration of Charm++/AMPI and OpenMP. Our runtime
makes use of a relatively infrequent periodic persistent-based load balancing based
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on load measurement of PEs, while each chare/MPI rank creates OpenMP user-level
threads to resolve both the persistent and transient load imbalance within the same
runtime. We integrate LLVM OpenMP runtime with Charm++ to enable OpenMP
threads to run on Charm++ worker threads as compatible user-level threads.
We evaluate this integrated runtime system on three different applications. We
show the benefit of OpenMP integration on a Charm++ mini-app, Lassen with 4 ex-
isting load balancing strategies and without load balancing strategy in strong scaling
experiments with up to 512 cores on Cori and 2,048 cores on Theta. We also show the
benefit on an MPI proxy application, Kripke, in weak-scaling experiments on up to
4,096 cores using Adaptive MPI. We show improvements of 25.7% on ChaNGa with
multi stepping runs of dwf1.2048 on a single node and the improvement becomes
smaller because of its strong scaling limit.
In this work, we consider tasks without dependencies. However, tasks with de-
pendencies as in OmpSs [72], PaRSEC [48] can bring more research opportunities to
make use of implicit data-dependence on the graph for locality-aware scheduling.
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CHAPTER 4
OPTIMIZED EXECUTION OF PARALELL LOOPS THROUGH
USER-DEFINED SCHEDULING POLICIES
For the past few years, many researchers in high-performance computing have intro-
duced programming models that make use of increasing on-node parallelism in the
modern microprocessors. Many of these researchers use hybrid programming mod-
els to enable efficient load balancing in the intra- and internode level through the
interoperation of distributed- and shared-memory programming models [8, 72, 73,
22].
These programming models have introduced techniques to resolve load imbalance
efficiently while maintaining locality. One such technique is chunking. Users create
iteration chunks or tasks through language constructs provided by the programming
models to express parallelism in their codes, choosing one of the predefined schedules
that runtime systems use for scheduling. However, these chunking techniques do not
resolve dynamic load imbalance and maintain locality properly on many irregular
parallel applications because of variables determined at runtime. To achieve load
balancing, researchers often seek a dynamic approach such as work stealing. However,
this practice can lead to limited improvement or even degradation in performance.
Figure 4.1: Imbalanced load in each iteration for different input dataset and chunking
for balanced load
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The main variables causing the unresolved load imbalance are input datasets and
parameters. These runtime variables determine the amount of load for each iteration
or task. For example, the number of inner loop iterations and conditional statements
incurring control divergence for each iteration or task changes depending on the vari-
ables. This variability results in load imbalance as in Figure 4.1, which is handled
only by migrating tasks in the previous approaches dynamically or periodically. The
migration of tasks, however, incurs traffic on interconnect as well as loses data locality,
which is critical for most memory-intensive parallel applications.
We can solve this input-dependent load imbalance by user provided information
because users know how input datasets and parameters determine the amount of
load for each loop or task. The in-/out-degree of each vertex in graph applications
is approximately correlated with the amount of load for the vertex. A sparse matrix
has the same characteristic, which can be exploited to estimate the amount of load
for each iteration. With this user information, we can create groups of chunks to have
approximate equal amount of load as in Figure 4.1. The information can be obtained,
however, only in runtime through inspection or offline analysis before the execution.
Most programming languages do not have features to extract this information at
runtime because the overhead for inspection is expected to be too high, outweighing
the benefit of the inspection.
Arguably, the overhead can be minimized by reusing the dynamic information
during periods where the information does not change. In many parallel applications,
the same parallel kernels are used with the same data repeatedly until the applications
converge to a certain threshold. Therefore, if we can create chunks that have even
load size by inspection using user-provided functions, we can build groups of chunks
with better load balance and reuse these groups of chunks for the next invocation of
the kernels with minimal overhead. This reuse of balanced groups will improve the
performance of irregular applications substantially with better initial load balance
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and locality from the reduced migration of tasks.
In this chapter, we present a set of APIs with which a user can define user functions
to inspect each iteration of parallel loops. The user functions estimate the amount of
load on each iteration by using data structures or information about each iteration.
After threads finish creating chunks by inspection using user functions, one of the
threads balances the chunks concurrently while workers execute their created chunks.
These balanced groups of chunks are stored and indexed by some unique information
of the target loop. We also made the subspace selection from the iteration space
of the target loop configurable by another user-provided function, which is critical
for performance. Additionally, we adopted work stealing to handle transient load
imbalance incurred by variables in runtime, such as Intel Turbo Boost and DVFS.
We implemented our approach in OpenMP, a standard shared-memory programming
model, and used the LLVMOpenMP runtime as our base runtime system. To evaluate
our work, we used the Breadth-First Search (BFS), Connected Components (CC), and
PageRank (PR) kernels from the GAP Benchmark Suite with six real graphs as well
as MiniMD, a miniapp version of LAMMPS in the Mantevo suite. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:
• Introduction of APIs to enable user-defined scheduling with user functions for
lightweight inspection
• Efficient implementation for user-defined scheduling with work stealing and run-
time profiling
• Evaluation with various applications and real datasets such as MiniMD and with
the GAP benchmark kernels: BFS, Connected Components, and PageRank
• Adoption of user-defined scheduling to a graph framework generating OpenMP
codes
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The remainder of the papers is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we present back-
ground information about the OpenMP programming model and scheduling poli-
cies.In Section 4.2, we introduce our API to enable user-defined scheduling. In
Section 4.3, we show how we implement the user-defined scheduling in the LLVM
OpenMP runtime. In Section 4.4, we showcase the benefits of our approach with
MiniMD from the Mantevo suite and BFS, Connected Components, and PageRank
from the GAP suite. In Section 4.5, we discuss related works, and in Section 4.6, we
conclude with a summary of our work.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Overview of OpenMP Programming Model
OpenMP [82] is a de facto standard for shared-memory parallel programming models.
It has most forms of parallelism at the intranode level, such as loop, tasking, offload-
ing, work sharing, vectorization, and atomics. OpenMP is a fork-join programming
model, meaning that it has an implicit barrier at the end of each parallel region rep-
resented by the omp parallel directive or work-sharing constructs such as omp for. At
the beginning of each parallel region, the OpenMP spawns a pool of threads that run
the same codes within the parallel region in single program, multiple data fashion.
Therefore, tasking in OpenMP is help-first, which means a created task can be stolen
by other worker threads while the thread creating the task proceeds with the rest of
the codes in the parallel region.
Among many OpenMP constructs, work-sharing constructs are most commonly
used because a user can easily parallelize loops or codes with adding just a few
pragmas.
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4.1.2 Scheduling Policies in OpenMP
In this section, we discuss scheduling policies for omp for constructs in the OpenMP
standard and some previous work on scheduling iterations.
Scheduling Policies in the OpenMP Standard
The OpenMP standard has several predefined scheduling policies for scheduling itera-
tions in the omp for work-sharing constructs, such as static, dynamic, guided, runtime,
and auto. The static construct statically divides the iteration space into chunks the
size of which is the number of iterations/the number of threads in an OpenMP team
by default or the size the user provides. Each thread gets chunks that are statically
assigned by its thread id, so each thread gets the same chunks when the target loop
is executed repeatedly. This policy maximizes locality but loses load balancing for
dynamic load imbalance. The dynamic construct makes all the threads get a chunk
from the iteration space whenever they request a new chunk; all the iterations are
made available to all the threads in an OpenMP team, thus eradicating the load im-
balance and increasing resource utilization maximally. However, each thread executes
chunks in random order and hence loses data locality, resulting in huge degradation.
Setting a chunk size can reduce this degradation by exploiting locality within each
chunk but still incurs significant degradation. The guided construct is a modified ver-
sion of dynamic where a thread requesting a chunk earlier gets a bigger chunk than
do threads requesting later. This is a naive heuristic for better load balancing. The
chunk size for each request is the number of iterations left divided by the number of
threads in the OpenMP team. This scheme assumes that all of the iterations have
the same load, which is not true for many dynamic applications such as graphs and
sparse matrix. The runtime construct is a scheduling policy that can be determined
by an environmental variable or by calling the API in runtime. The auto construct
determines the scheduling of the loop automatically by the runtime, which is set static
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on most implementations.
Hybrid Scheduling of static and dynamic
A couple of efforts have been made to overcome the limitations of the standard con-
figurations [83] by mixing static and dynamic. The basic idea is to split the iteration
space into subspaces statically and make some portion of the subspace stealable by
other threads within the OpenMP team for load balancing. This scheme enables load
balancing while keeping locality. We use this as one of the baseline schemes to be
compared with our approach. Our base runtime, LLVM OpenMP runtime, has al-
ready implemented this approach. In the rest of this paper, we call this hybrid static
steal scheduling.
4.2 Design
In this section, we present an overview of our approach for changing the scheduling
of a parallel loop with user functions, which are a set of APIs that enable lightweight
inspection and user-specified scheduling of parallel loops.
4.2.1 Overview of User-Defined Scheduling for Parallel Loops
Figure 4.2 outlines how our runtime implements scheduling of parallel loop iterations
with user functions. The left part of the figure represents standard loop scheduling,
while the colored steps on the right of the figure shows the steps added for user-defined
scheduling. Our extensions on the right also include creating a scheduler based on
help-first work stealing [84] rather than work sharing. In our user-defined scheduling
on the right, each thread first queries a shared data structure as to whether the current
loop is profiled. If so, it retrieves the corresponding stored group of chunks and
executes the chunks. If not, it chooses a subspace of the iteration space of the loop as
specified by a user function and creates chunks within the subspace with another user
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Figure 4.2: Control flow of parallel loop with user-defined scheduling
function. The user functions enable customized scheduling based on load estimation
for each iteration of a parallel loop. Each thread starts stealing chunks from other
threads’ local subspaces when its local subspace becomes empty. After all iterations
are executed, the threads in the OpenMP team for the loop synchronize and terminate
the execution of the parallel loop. In Section 4.2.2, we introduce an example of API
details for enabling user-defined scheduling and explain the implementation of this
feature in our runtime.
4.2.2 APIs for User-Defined Scheduling and Example
Listing 4.1 introduces the API to communicate two user-defined functions to the
runtime: inspect_func and subspace_select_func. The first function specifies how
each chunk is created. If nothing is specified, it creates chunks of size 1 within each
subspace. The second function partitions the iteration space into one subspace per
thread. If this function is not specified, the default partitioning is to divide the
iteration space evenly among all threads in the OpenMP team as in the static steal
approach. The third parameter, user_data, can optionally point to user-managed
data that can be accessed by the two user-defined functions. The next two parameters,
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steal_enabled and profiling_enabled, serve as toggles to enable/disable work stealing
and profiling in the runtime. Their default values are FALSE. The last parameter,
num_subspaces, specifies the total number of subspaces in the iteration space of the
target loop. The default value is the number of threads in the OpenMP team.
// Function to specify user-defined scheduling with user-
functions
void ompx_set_usersched_for_loops(
void (*inspect_func)(int left_start , int left_end,
int *assigned_start , int *assigned_end , void *user_data),
// pointer to a user function for chunk creation
int (*subspace_select_func)(int num_spaces , void *user_data),
// pointer to a user function for subspace selection
void *user_data, int steal_enabled,
int profiling_enabled, int num_subspaces);
/* user_data: pointer to user data accessible within the user
functions
steal_enabled , profiling_enabled: toggles to turn on/off
workstealing and concurrent profiling
num_subspaces: number of subspaces created by the user
function for the affected loop */
// Reset the schedule of the upcoming loop to the previous
schedule set before the user-defined scheduling
void ompx_reset_usersched_for_loops();
Listing 4.1: API for specifying user-defined functions, inspect_func() and
subspace_select_func()
Graph *g_ptr;
void inspect_func(int left_start , int left_end ,
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if (weight >=threshold) break;
/* Create each chunk when sum of indegrees reaches
’threshold’ */
} while (curr_idx < left_end);
*assigned_start=left_start , *assigned_end=curr_idx;
if (*assigned_end >=left_end) *assigned_end=left_end;
}
int subspace_select_func(int num_subspaces , void *user_data) {
return omp_get_thread_num();
//Each thread gets a subspace with its thread id
}
int main (void) {
g_ptr=&g;
ompx_set_usersched_for_loops(inspect_func , subspace_select_func , NULL
, 1, 1, omp_get_num_threads());
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(runtime)
for (int i=0; i<g.num_nodes(); i++) {
...




Listing 4.2: Example of simplified PageRank with user-defined functions applied
Listing 4.2 shows how the API we proposed can be used to configure user-defined
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scheduling for iteration chunks in the omp for loops. The user can define how each
thread selects a subspace from the iteration space and how each iteration chunk is
created. In addition, the user can enable work stealing and concurrent load balanc-
ing for the created chunks. The function inspect_func is called for omp for loops
with the schedule(runtime) clause. Each thread obtains a subspace from the iteration
space and creates chunks from the iterations within the subspace by the provided
inspect_func. These chunks are scheduled with or without work stealing or concur-
rent load balancing, depending on the toggle values provided by the user. In this
example, inspect_func allocates a maximum of “threshold” indegrees(innerloops) per
chunk. The indegree(iter) can be replaced by other load functions for different sparse
computations.
4.3 Implementation
In this section, we describe our implementation of the design from Section 4.2 in the
LLVM OpenMP runtime system. We forked 07/23/2018 commit from the repo1 in
GitHub.
4.3.1 Overview of Our Implementation
Figure 4.3 shows an overview of our implementation. We enable chunk creation to
be configured by two user-defined functions as described in section 4.2.2. First, a
user can specify a portioning of the loop iteration space into one subspace per worker
thread. Next, the OpenMP runtime uses another user-defined function to inspect each
iteration and determine how many iterations to be included in the current chunk being
created. For example, as in Listing 4.2, the user can use the number of (sequential)
inner loop iterations to obtain a rough estimate of the work per iteration in the
parallel loop and use a threshold value to determine when a new chunk boundary
1https://github.com/llvm-mirror/openmp
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should be created. This inspection enables a variable number of iterations to be
included in each chunk, in order to improve load balance as in Listing 4.2. Each
thread pushes the created chunks to a local work-stealing queue. If work stealing is
enabled by the API, then other worker threads can steal chunks from busy threads.
If a user enables concurrent profiling, each thread copies locally created chunks and
stores them in a data structure shared in its OpenMP team. The last thread creating
all its chunks starts concurrent load balancing with the stored copy of chunks while
others execute chunks in their local work-stealing queue. The balanced groups of
chunks after concurrent load balancing are used in future invocations of this loop.
The load balancer thread stores the balanced groups of chunks in a global hash map
whose key consists of several identifiers. We describe each step in more detail in the
following subsections.
4.3.2 Runtime Profiling: Concurrent Load Balancing
On steps 4 and 5 of Figure 4.3, our runtime makes the last thread creating chunks
to store balanced groups of chunks in a hash map by concurrent load balancing for
the future invocations of the target parallel loops. The load balancer computes the
average number of chunks for each subspace in the team and moves chunks across
subspaces to make each subspace have the average. The balanced groups of chunks
are stored in a hash map indexed by a key, which is a concatenation of three variables:
source location info, number of iterations for the target omp for loop, and user_data
pointer address info. If users know when the distribution of chunks of the profiled loop
changes by other variables (e.g., communication or load balancing across processes),
then they can call ompx_reset_usersched_loops just ahead of the loop to initiate load
balancing without looking up the hash map. The changes in the variables of each key
for the hash map automatically incur load balancing of the loop again after failing to
find an entry in the hash map. We use C++ STL unordered_map for the hash map.
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Figure 4.3: Implementation of user-defined scheduling for iteration chunks, later re-
ferred to as “usersched,” and “usersched(prof)” with concurrent load balancing in
steps 4–5
4.3.3 Optimizations to Reduce Runtime Overhead
Selecting a Subspace in the Iteration Space
The way that each thread picks a subspace in the entire iteration space is important.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, Kale et al. [83] introduced how the hybrid scheduling
of static and dynamic improves load balancing without loss of locality. We adopted
this idea for our work and used the subspace selection as our default configuration.
In addition, we made this subspace selection capable of being configured by passing
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a function in the API. For the rest of this paper, we use the default subspace se-
lection and leave exploring the benefit of the configurable subspace selection as our
future work. In Section 4.6 we will briefly discuss applications that can benefit from
nonsequential execution of iterations configured by our API.
Figure 4.4: Dynamically increasing work-stealing queue with bulk pop/steal opera-
tions
Work-Stealing Queue Implementation
We adopted the Chase-Lev [59] algorithm, which is an efficient work-stealing algo-
rithm with minimal number of atomic operations incurred. The algorithm is efficient
enough for tasks that do not have temporal and spatial locality. However, chunks
from consecutive iterations usually have temporal and spatial locality. Therefore,
both pop and steal operations of the work-stealing queue should be done in some
group of iterations in order to benefit from the locality. Figure 4.4 shows how we
modified the algorithm to enable bulk work stealing in a group of chunks and split
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the work-stealing queue into two subqueues. When the upcoming loop is profiled,
each thread computes the size of a group for bulk pop and steal, which is the number
of chunks divided by the number of threads in the OpenMP team. Then it pushes
chunks in the fixed size of groups of chunks into the first subqueue where pop and steal
operations are done in the chunk group size. Then each thread pushes the residual of
the division to the second subqueue where pop and steal operations are done in a sin-
gle chunk. In addition to this modification, we implemented the work-stealing queue
in a list of fixed-size arrays in order to increase the size of the queue dynamically, as
in the previous work [85]. Profiled loop information also stores created chunks in the
same size of fixed arrays, which makes the copy of the profiled information simple.
4.4 Application Study
We use the following four benchmarks to study the performance of our user-defined
scheduling: MiniMD from the Mantevo benchmark suite [86] and the BFS, PageRank
(PR), and Connected Components (CC) kernels from the GAP benchmark suite [87],
each with six different datasets.
We ran all four benchmarks on a single compute node consisting of two Intel
Skylake 8180M processors (located at the Joint Laboratory for System Evaluation
in Argonne National Laboratory). This processor has 28 cores and 56 hardware
threads. All the benchmarks were compiled by Intel Compiler 18.0.1 with -O3 and
executed with compact affinity as the selected configuration for OS thread scheduling.
We compared the performance of our approach, usersched and usersched(prof), with
multiple commonly used OpenMP scheduling pragmas (static, dynamic, guided) as
well as the static steal approach from recent work [83]. The usersched label refers
to our user-defined scheduling approach, and the usersched(prof) label refers to our
approach with profiling enabled. We used the same user function shown in Listing
4.2 with replacing indegree(i) with corresponding load function for each application.
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For MiniMD, the load function is neigh(i) and for CC, it is outdegree(i). BFS uses
the same function as PageRank.
4.4.1 MiniMD
MiniMD is a miniapp version of LAMMPS [88] in the Mantevo suite [86], which is
one of the most popular molecular dynamics simulations and is developed by Sandia
National Laboratories. It has most of the characteristics of LAMMPS and makes
it easier to understand molecular dynamics simulations in a few hundreds of lines
source code. Regarding the selection of MiniMD over others in the Mantevo suite, we
note that the suite has four applications that are written in C/C++ and OpenMP.
MiniTri is a duplicate of Triangle Counting, which we study in the GAP suite, and
both HPCCG and MiniFE have no need for user-defined scheduling since they already
exhibit good load balance with their default OpenMP pragmas. For this reason, we
chose MiniMD as the only benchmark to evaluate from the Mantevo suite.
MiniMD can compute forces across neighboring atoms in two ways: embedded
atom method and Lennard-Jones (LJ). We optimized the Lennard-Jones force com-
putation kernel with the user function described above. Figure 4.5 shows the perfor-
mance improvement in force computation and total execution time of MiniMD with
user-defined scheduling. We used 56 threads for the size 10 input and 112 threads
for the size 20 input. In the LJ force computation, we achieve 14.99% improvement
compared with the best-performing standard configuration and 13.81% improvement
compared with the static steal scheduling configuration from recent work [83], which
leads to 11.38% and 10.17% improvement in total execution time respectively with
size 10 input. With size 20 input, the improvement in force computation is 24.0%
and 17.5% compared with static and static steal, which results in 15.83% and 11.54%
improvements in total execution time. For MiniMD, static works with the default











































































































Figure 4.5: Performance of MiniMD with size 10/20 input data
relatively minor load imbalance compared with graph applications. Thus, other dy-
namic schedules such as dynamic and guided make the performance worse by the loss
of data locality. The static steal configuration improves the performance marginally
for MiniMD, but it cannot achieve an improvement in load imbalance by adjusting
iterations in each subspace because each subspace has the same number of iterations
in static steal. The usersched and usersched(prof) configuration achieves better load
balance than the other configuration deos, by leveraging user-defined functions to
create chunks that process close to an equal number of neighbors. With concurrent
profiling in usersched(prof), each thread starts with a better initial load balance,
which improves the performance by further reducing load imbalance while maintain-
ing locality.
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4.4.2 GAP Benchmark Suite: BFS, CC, and PR
The GAP Benchmark Suite [87] consists of six graph computation kernels written
in C++ with OpenMP constructs. It extends prior work for graph evaluation with
more diverse input datasets and, like MiniMD, provides a robust and credible baseline
for our performance evaluations. Of the six kernels, we focused our evaluation on
the three kernels BFS, CC, and PR that are implemented by using the pull-based
approach, since pull-based implementations of graph kernels are more amenable to our
user-defined approach than are push-based implementations. The Between Centrality
(BC) and Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) kernels use the push-based approach,
which keeps updating the active set of vertices, thereby making it unsuitable for
our user-defined scheduling approach. Triangle Counting (TC) has extreme control
divergence in three levels of nested loops with a conditional statement in each level,
thereby making it less amenable for our user-defined scheduling approach because of
the difficulty in predicting the load for each iteration of a parallel loop. We ran the
three kernels with six real datasets, as shown in Table 4.1.
The user function for BFS, CC and PR is the same as in Listing 4.2 with the
corresponding load function as described in the beginning of Section 4.4. CC and
PR contain one main parallel region for the computation, whereas BFS uses a hybrid
combination of bottom-up (BU) and top-down (TD) steps [89]. We optimized only
the bottom-up step using our approach because the top-down step repeatedly changes
the number of chunks in the parallel loop, thereby making it less amenable to our
approach.
Table 4.2 shows the performance (speedup) of each schedule normalized to the
default static schedule, for the BFS, CC, and PR kernels, each evaluated with six
graphs. For each schedule on each application, we determined the best geometric
mean chunk size across all six inputs and used it for all. The chunk sizes we used
are also represented in Table 4.2. For usersched and usersched(prof), the chunk size
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Table 4.1: Graph datasets used for GAP Benchmark Suite
Category Wikipedia Internet Topo Patents Citation
Graph Wiki-2007 [90] Skitter [91] Patents [92]
# of Vertices 3.57M 1.70M 3.77M
# of Edges 45.01M 22.19M 16.52M
Category Social Network USA Road Web Crawl
Graph LiveJournal [93] Road [94] Web [95, 96]
# of Vertices 4.00M 23.95M 50.64M
# of Edges 69.36M 57.71M 1.93B
means the numbers of indegree/outdegree for each chunk. So, each chunk may have
a different number of outer iterations, as depicted in Figure 4.3. For all experiments
on GAP, we used 112 threads, the scale limit of all the applications on our machine.
For BFS, the performance improvement of user-defined scheduling is marginal or
worse than the best-performing standard policy because we optimized only the BU
step of the BFS algorithm in GAP. The BFS algorithm in GAP switches search
direction between BU and TD by comparing the outdegree of the source vertex with
heuristic value. Thus, user-defined scheduling shows marginal improvement, 4.4%
compared with static steal in the Web dataset which have relatively larger number
of outdegrees than the heuristic value so incurs BU steps many times. For other
graphs, user-defined scheduling works close to the best-performing policy. CC and
PR show a huge improvement in performance with usersched and usersched(prof)
compared with all the other schedules on various graphs. Both apps run one parallel
main loop repeatedly to reach termination condition. Therefore, creating chunks
having an equal amount of load by inner loop info and profiling the groups of chunks
after concurrent load balancing make the loop run with better load balance multiple
times. For this characteristic, CC works best or closest to best across all input
graphs with usersched(prof), improving the performance by 37.3% and 22.7% on
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Table 4.2: Performance (speedup) of BFS, CC, and PR with 6 different graphs (nor-
malized to static default)
BFS Chunk size Wiki-2007 Skitter Patents LiveJournal Road Web
static_default 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
static 1024 0.998 1.151 1.000 0.987 1.001 1.178
dynamic 2048 0.988 1.036 0.976 0.981 0.979 1.124
guided 4096 0.943 0.963 1.025 0.897 0.988 0.872
static_steal 256 1.009 0.912 1.051 1.044 0.986 1.322
usersched 8192 0.991 1.018 1.000 1.053 0.978 1.331
usersched(prof) 8192 0.959 0.892 1.025 0.953 1.003 1.381
CC Chunk size Wiki-2007 Skitter Patents LiveJournal Road Web
static_default 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
static 1024 1.690 1.872 1.078 2.111 1.089 1.151
dynamic 512 1.625 2.454 1.058 2.021 0.985 0.669
guided 512 1.250 1.499 0.993 1.368 1.069 0.713
static_steal 256 1.787 2.193 1.055 2.299 0.992 1.237
usersched 8192 1.796 2.568 1.048 2.152 1.074 1.144
usersched(prof) 8192 1.855 3.012 1.080 2.281 1.043 1.282
PR Chunk size Wiki-2007 Skitter Patents LiveJournal Road Web
static_default 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
static 256 5.099 2.402 1.167 2.512 0.681 1.059
dynamic 512 4.083 2.240 1.175 2.538 0.663 0.819
guided 1024 1.288 1.345 1.150 1.463 0.766 0.806
static_steal 64 7.688 2.507 1.085 2.901 1.093 1.332
usersched 8192 9.985 2.645 1.335 2.651 1.004 1.407
usersched(prof) 8192 11.326 2.845 1.289 3.156 1.147 1.410
Skitter compared with static steal and the best standard schedule, dynamic. For
other graphs, usersched(prof) works better than static steal by 3∼5%, while static
shows the best performance on Road compared with others, but the performance
difference is marginal. PR, with usersched(prof), shows 47.3%, 13.5%, 18.9%, 8.8%,
4.9%, and 5.8% compared with static steal on corresponding graphs in Table 4.2.
For Patents, static steal works worst among all the policies. Thus, compared with
the best-performing standard policies, our approach achieves 9.7% improvement
For all the graphs and applications we tested, usersched(prof) works best or near to
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the best-performing policies we compared. Even though some graphs and applications
work better with different schedules, our schedule with concurrent profiling performs
close to the best without significant degradation. In addition, usersched shows the
best geometric mean performance with the same chunk size, while others require
different chunk sizes on each application. This consistency reduces tuning efforts. In
the following section, we analyze the benefit of our approach in terms of performance
variability, load imbalance, and cache performance. Following this analysis, we will
show the applicability of our approach to graph domain-specfic languages (DSLs) by
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Figure 4.6: Performance variance of PR with Wiki-2007 and LiveJournal (normalized
to static default)
Performance Variability by Chunk Size
Figure 4.6 shows the performance variance of PR with different chunk size and
schedules on Wiki-2007 and LiveJournal graphs. On Wiki-2007, all the schedules
show the best performance with 64 chunk size. On LiveJournal, however, 512, 1024,
and 2048 chunk sizes are optimal for static steal, static, and dynamic, respectively.
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The guided schedule does not show much variance because the chunk size determines
only the minimum chunk size created by the scheduling, which does not affect most
of the chunks created other than last few chunks. The usersched schedule shows a
consistent performance trend and performs best with the biggest chunk size we tested
on both graphs. The reason is that our chunk size is the indegree/outdegree of each
chunk, which is proportional to the amount of load for each chunk. This makes all
the chunks have an approximately equal amount of load, and runtime requires only a
certain size large enough to alleviate overhead from the extremely fine-grained size of
the chunk. This characteristic makes usersched perform best on various input graphs
with less tuning effort.
Load Imbalance and Cache Performance Analysis
We measured the amount of load imbalance with Equation 4.1 [60]. maxL and medL
represent maximum and median load of threads in a OpenMP team for the parallelized








Table 4.3 shows the improvement of PR in the load imbalance factor with all the input
graphs. We included the result of static default to show how much load imbalance
exists for each graph on PR. In Table 4.3, Wiki-2007 has the highest load imbalance.
Skitter, LiveJournal, and Web also have considerable load imbalance, while Patents
and Road have relatively small imbalance. dynamic shows the greatest reduction in
load imbalance on most graphs over all the schedules. The usersched(prof) schedule
achieves a remarkable reduction in load imbalance compared with static steal. This
metric, however, measures the difference in the median and maximum load of threads
in the same OpenMP team. Thus, the smaller value can lead to worse performance
due to loss of data locality by excessive migration of data. Hence, while reducing load
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imbalance for high performance, one also must keep in mind locality.
Table 4.3: Load imbalance factor of PR (%)
schedule Wiki-2007 livejournal Skitter Patents Web Road
static_default 1242.310 245.320 327.263 56.938 111.484 26.136
static 127.309 7.364 22.727 18.140 32.882 6.054
dynamic 2.941 1.045 2.308 8.162 1.048 1.834
guided 106.489 18.182 21.552 9.026 1.004 0.477
static_steal 4.878 1.271 10.702 28.717 37.324 2.559
usersched 4.331 1.674 16.190 7.272 17.506 2.518
usersched(prof) 2.155 1.843 6.762 13.157 11.813 2.712
To clarify how much locality is maintained with our approach, we collected hard-
ware counters by PAPI using native events on PR with the Wiki-2007 graph. We chose
three counters to measure total, stall, and cache miss cycles: CPU_CLK_UNHALTED,
CYCLE_ACTIVITY:STALLS_ TOTAL, and CYCLE_ACTIVITY:STALLS_L1D
_MISS (all cycles from L1D to LLC miss) [97]. Table 4.4 shows cache miss cy-
cles, other stall cycles (total stall - cache miss), and productive cycles (total - (other
stall+cache miss)). The difference in the total number of cycles may not correspond
to the performance improvement in the earlier figures because of Turbo Boost, which
makes the measurement of cycles inaccurate. However, we can see the approximate
trend of cache misses and others considering the inaccuracy. In Table 4.4, dynamic
notably increases cache misses, whereas other schedules have a modest increase in
cache misses. Our approach shows minimum cache miss cycles among all the sched-
ules other than static default, but it reduces nonmemory stall cycles and productive
cycles by removing load imbalance remarkably. From the results in Tables 4.3 and
4.4, we can see that our approach successfully maintains locality while improving load
imbalance.
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Table 4.4: Performance counter results (average of per-thread cycles) of PR with
Wiki-2007 dataset (normalized to static default)
Cache miss Productive Other stall Total
static_default 0.0439 0.1630 0.7931 1.0000
static 0.0586 0.0354 0.1147 0.2087
dynamic 0.0683 0.0372 0.1251 0.2306
guided 0.0599 0.1216 0.5722 0.7537
static_steal 0.0566 0.0225 0.0451 0.1242
usersched 0.0652 0.0164 0.0073 0.0889
usersched(prof) 0.0554 0.0152 0.0037 0.0743
Applicability to Graph DSL (GraphIt)
Graph is the most popular domain in DSLs. These DSLs generate task-/loop-level
parallel codes using Cilk or OpenMP. Among popular graph DSLs, GraphIt [98] is the
most recent work for graphs; it provides a separate interface for algorithms and sched-
ules and performs well compared with previous DSLs. GraphIt generates OpenMP
codes from high-level DSLs, which use omp parallel for for loop-level parallelism. We
chose PR with the dense parallel pull schedule and optimized the generated code by
user-defined scheduling with the similar function we had used for GAP PR. Exploit-
ing GraphIt’s schedule-tuning feature, we also ran GraphIt PR with dense pull and
segmentation, which performs better than the PR with only dense pull. For compar-
ison of GAP and GraphIt, we also normalized the performance of GAP PR to the
GraphIt PR Pull with static default. We made both GraphIt and GAP PR run the
same number of iterations for each experiment.
Table 4.5 shows the normalized performance (speedup) of GraphIt and GAP PR
with Wiki-2007 and LiveJournal. The segmentation schedule improves the perfor-
mance of PR Pull on both graphs. However, it also requires parameter tuning to find
the optimal number of segments for each dataset. With our manual tuning, static,
dynamic, and static steal perform better than segmentation. The usersched(prof)
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schedule improved the GraphIt PR much further. We achieved 48.97% and 58.5%
speedup compared with the GraphIt PR with segmentation on Wiki-2007 and Live-
Journal. Compared with static steal, we improved 29.3% and 7.3% on both graphs.
For the standard schedules, we used different chunk sizes for GraphIt and GAP PRs,
while static steal and usersched(prof) used the same chunk size. The results show
that our approach can substantially improve the generated OpenMP codes by graph
DSLs with less parameter tuning. Our improvement in GraphIt PR on LiveJournal
is smaller than in GAP PR because GraphIt generates several fine-grained parallel
loops, whereas GAP PR runs in a single big parallel loop, which has more room for
improvement by load balancing. This coalesced parallel loop in GAP also makes its
base performance better than that of GraphIt.
Table 4.5: Performance (speedup) of GraphIt PR Pull with different schedules and
graphs (normalized to GraphIt static default)
Wiki-2007 GraphIt GAP LiveJournal GraphIt GAP
segmentation 4.840 segmentation 1.639
static default 1.000 1.096 static default 1.000 1.316
static 5.127 5.590 static 2.130 3.307
dynamic 5.576 4.476 dynamic 2.018 3.341
guided 1.271 1.412 guided 1.320 1.926
static_steal 4.802 8.428 static_steal 2.419 3.819
usersched 7.193 10.947 usersched 2.357 3.490
usersched(prof) 7.210 12.416 usersched(prof) 2.598 4.154
4.4.3 Overhead Analysis
Since our approach changes runtime flow with user functions, significant overhead
may be incurred. To measure the runtime overhead accurately, we used a simple flat
parallel loop and user functions that create a certain size of chunks specified by the
user. Each iteration in this simple flat loop executes 10 integer additions into a local
variable to remove any cache-related variables. To minimize load imbalance, we set
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the number of iterations for the loop to be divisible by the number of threads of the
machine, which is 17922 (1792/112=16). We executed this example 300 times for each
run with variable chunk sizes from 1 to 1024. We used the LLVM OpenMP internal
statistics module (LIBOMP_STATS=1) to measure per-thread runtime overhead and

















































Figure 4.7: Runtime overhead time of simple flat loop with different chunk sizes
(normalized to static, chunk 1)
Figure 4.7 shows the normalized overhead of the simple flat loop with variable
chunk sizes, where each value is computed by T (sched,chunk)
T (static,1) . The dynamic schedule
always incurs more overhead than do static steal and usersched because of huge
contention on the shared index by atomic operations; static shows minimum overhead
as expected; guided does not change much because the chunk size determines only
the minimum size of chunk; and usersched shows slightly more overhead than does
static steal because of the user functions called. The overhead incurred by user
functions is removed by concurrent profiling, which makes usersched(prof) almost
similar to static steal. Work stealing incurs some overhead in this load-balanced
example because atomic operations are called waiting for others. This overhead is
incurred regardless of the size and number of chunks, thus making the overhead more
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obvious between usersched and static with bigger chunk sizes. With work stealing off,
our approach shows the closest overhead to that of static. This experiment shows that
our approach is efficiently implemented with more flexibility to OpenMP compared
with other dynamic schedules.
4.4.4 Applicability of Our Approach
In the previous sections, our approach improved irregular parallel loops where each
iteration has variable amount of load. User functions enable more optimal chunking
and scheduling of iterations. However, our approach still has limitations in its ap-
plicability. First, if the affected loop is not used repeatedly, it cannot benefit from
the concurrent profiling. For example, BFS is improved only when their algorithm
selects pull-based approach running same loop repeatedly. In addition, our approach
is not amenable to improve parallel loops with extreme control divergence in multiple
nested parallelism which is hard to predict as described in Section 4.4.2 with Triangle
Counting.
4.5 Related Work
Many previous works have developed locality-aware load balancing and scheduling
policies in task-level and distributed parallel programming models. Loop schedul-
ing in particular has been studied for decades, and most of the well-known previ-
ous works [17, 18, 19] have been implemented in shared-memory programming mod-
els. Hybrid scheduling of static and dynamic has also been proposed and adopted
to improve load balancing with locality maintained [83]. In addition to the hy-
brid algorithm, task-level parallelism such as Cilk [10], TBB [80], OpenMP 3.0 [81],
OmpSs [72], HPX [15], and Habanero [11] have adopted work stealing for load bal-
ancing with optimizations to reduce migration cost and maintain locality. This
locality-aware load balancing has also been studied in distributed programming mod-
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els through hybrid programming models and hierarchical load balancing by restricted
load balancing in a region of PEs [99, 100].
The previous approaches based on load information of PEs incur unnecessary
migration and inefficient scheduling. To overcome this inefficiency, there have been
efforts to use information on application codes. The inspector-executor model is one
of the most well-known approaches in this direction [101, 102], in which user codes are
inspected and parallelism is extracted from the codes by checking conflicts on data
structures. This model enables efficient scheduling but it cannot handle performance
variance and dynamic load imbalance efficiently. Our approach also uses inspection
but in a different way, namely, using user functions to look through user codes for
load balancing.
In addition to the efforts in parallel programming models, domain-specific lan-
guages(DSL) have been introduced that resolve load imbalance and achieve locality.
Graph is a popular domain in the DSLs. The graph DSLs generate codes in parallel
programming languages or lower-level runtime codes [103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
98]. They provide reasonable performance and programmability by high-level API
but lose an opportunity to optimize generated codes further when the applications are
written directly in the target parallel programming languages. Our work shows op-
portunities to improve the DSLs with configurable loop parallelism by user-functions
in Section 4.4.2.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a set of APIs and implementations to enable user-defined
scheduling on parallel loops, handling load imbalance and performance variance while
maintaining locality. Our proposal uses user functions to inspect each iteration and
store distribution of loads for the target loop dynamically in runtime after concur-
rent load balancing for the future invocations of the loop, reusing the information to
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schedule them with better initial load balance for each invocation of the loop. This
reuse of the stored information helps the performance of irregular applications that
have different configurations for optimal performance depending on input datasets.
Through evaluations with the GAP Benchmark Suite and MiniMD, we show that
our approach helps resolve performance variance and load imbalance on graph appli-
cations as well as scientific applications. Without profiling enabled (usersched), our
approach achieves geometric mean speedups of 1.11× to 1.48× over four standard
OpenMP schedules and 1.03× over the static_steal schedule. With profiling enabled
(usersched(prof)), our approach achieves higher geometric mean speedups of 1.16× to
1.54×, and 1.07×, respectively. Furthermore, compared with static steal, we achieve
17.5% improvement in the LJ force computation of MiniMD and 47.3% in PR, 37.3%
in CC, and 4.4% in BFS from the GAP suite. In addition, we achieve 49.0% and




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Writing irregular and hybrid parallel applications is not easy. They run on unstruc-
tured grid, have imbalanced data structures such as sparse matrices and partially
parallelizable through tasking and complex sequence of computation and communi-
cation in intra/inter-node level. While regular parallel applications on structured
grid still constitute a significant portion of HPC applications, the number of irregular
parallel applications is increasing because of its broader applicability and efficiency in
memory footprint. However, runtime systems scheduling those irregular and hybrid
applications [13, 46, 14, 47, 49] are not intelligent enough to make efficient use of
the current underlying hardware. The latest supercomputers have tens of cores in
hierarchical interconnect which requires more efficient and locality-aware scheduling.
Per-core bandwidth becomes scarce so scheduling with minimized interconnect traf-
fic is critical on the latest machines. In this thesis, we proposed runtime approaches
which improve the performance of irregular and hybrid parallel applications, consider-
ing these challenges on the modern microprocessors with massive on-node parallelism.
In the rest of this chapter, first, we summarize our approaches and briefly explain
how the approaches can be combined in an unified runtime to enhance the perfor-
mance of parallel applications altogether. Further, we’ll suggest future work which
can be extended from our approaches.
5.1 Summary of Our Approaches
First, we propose runtime extensions to resolve challenges in task graphs that have
combined sequence of data-parallel tasks and inter/intra-node communication. Task
graphs which include frequent intra/inter-node communication also create sibling
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tasks to hide communication with these tasks. Also, some of the tasks on the task
graphs spawn nested-parallel regions. These nested-parallel regions often have block-
ing intra-node communication or synchronization in iterative computations. So, pre-
vious works to resolve oversubscription incurred by nested-parallel regions cannot be
adopted for these nested-parallel regions. Considering these two common challenges,
we propose hybrid scheduling of gang-scheduling and work-stealing, and improved
victim selection to maximize the overlapping of computation and communication.
The hybrid gang-scheduling shows signficiant benefit in that the synchronization for
nested-parallel regions is highly improved. This improvement in synchronization leads
to earlier start of the dependent data parallel tasks in both CPU and GPU version
of the following parallel computations. In addition, hybrid victim selection signifi-
cantly reduces unintended waiting time incurred by history-based victim selection.
This reduction leads to great improvement of Cholesky factorization through more
overlapping of computation and communication.
Second, we propose an integrated runtime of shared and distributed memory pro-
gramming models. Specifically, we integrated Charm++/AMPI with OpenMP for
more efficient intra-node level load balancing to handle transient load imbalance be-
tween heavier periodic load balancing cycles. On this integrated runtime, processes in
distributed programming models such as MPI ranks in MPI and chares in Charm++
can share the same pool of worker threads through user-level threads, and OpenMP
regions in each MPI rank can run on all the available worker threads within a node.
So, any transient load imbalance can be redistributed by work-stealing across worker-
threads within each node. This integration of thread pools improve load imbalance
at intra-node level significantly, which leads to a reduction in the overall execution
time.
Third, we propose a set of APIs where users can specify how a target loop is
decomposed into subspaces and chunks in each subspace are created. This user-
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defined loop scheduling uses user-provided functions to create iteration chunks in the
user-defined way and store the distribution of chunks for threads in the parallel re-
gion, which is used for the future invocation of the loop. This runtime profiling can
give better initial load balance, which leads to less frequent dynamic load balancing
through work-stealing. This approach can be applicable to many irregular paral-
lel loops which is invoked multiple times to reach certain condition. This iterative
computation pattern is quite common in scientific computation.
5.2 Putting Together Our Approaches
In the previous chapters, we explained each approach separately to highlight the
benefit of each work. However, they can be combined and implemented in the same
runtime system and improve parallel applications’ performance where each phase
of the runtime has the corresponding computation patterns that can benefit from
our approaches. This section explores how our works can improve irregular and
hybrid applications on the same runtime system. As the target applications for our
applications, we assume HPC applications have the following computation patterns.
• Written in hybrid programming models such as MPI+X
• Periodic global and local synchronizations
• Asynchronous communication through non-blocking communication routines.
• Persistent or transient load imbalance across processes in inter/intra-node level
These characteristics are shown in most scientific applications. Scientific applica-
tions decompose their problem space into subspaces and simulate the inter / intra-
subspace interactions among entities such as particles. This decomposition can be
well described by creating processes for each subspace, such as MPI ranks.
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Each process runs the same series of computation on its assigned subspace from
the program domain, which is called single program and multiple data program-
ming(SPMD). In addition to this data-level parallelism through SPMD, as we ex-
plained in Chapter 2, 3 and 4, many HPC applications start to adopt shared-memory
parallelism to make more efficient use of the intra-node level parallelism. Many sci-
entific applications use iterative methods to update the problem space periodically,
which incurs periodic synchronizations. Depending on the system’s properties, each
scientific application simulates, the subspaces may have persistent or transient load
imbalance.
Considering these common characteristics in HPC applications, we see how our
approaches can help multifaceted HPC applications on clusters.
5.2.1 Reducing Waiting-time around Global / Local Synchronizations
The HPC applications start with subspaces created by the decomposition from user
parameters and application logic. Each process is assigned subspaces and computes
within each subspace until it reaches a global or local synchronization point. Because
we assume the application does asynchronous communication across processes, each
process waits only on explicit global or local synchronization points such as collective
operations or barriers. These synchronization points lead to waiting time in the intra
and inter-node levels. As explained in Chapter 3, periodic load balancing cannot
resolve this waiting time. Our integrated runtime approach uses idle workers to re-
distribute imbalanced load on loaded user-level processes such as chares in Charm++
within the same physical node through user-level threads created by OpenMP con-
structs.
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5.2.2 Efficient Scheduling of Parallel Regions with Deadlock-avoidance
Each process computes on its assigned subspace between the synchronization points
while communicating with other processes through point-to-point communication rou-
tines. As described in Chapter 2, the computation may have data parallelism through
nested-parallel regions or the creation of child tasks. Scheduling the nested parallel
regions through over-subscription can significantly delay the concurrent or following
communication routines. Adopting user-level threading or tasking for the regions can
lead to deadlock if the nested parallel regions have blocking synchronizations. Our
approach handles this scenario through the relaxed gang-scheduling without oversub-
scription and deadlock.
5.2.3 Reducing the Cost of Work-stealing through Runtime Profiling using User
Functions
With our integrated runtime system, each process runs as a user-level process that
can be scheduled on workers and resolves transient load imbalance by creating user-
level threads(ULT) from OpenMP parallel regions. Even though several heuristics
are adopted to prevent unnecessary creation of the user-level threads, this creation
of ULTs can incur overhead and loss of data-locality by work-stealing. For parallel
loops, we can minimize the loss of data-locality by runtime-profiling through user-
provided functions. A heavily loaded processing element(PE) creates chunks as we
described in Chapter 4 through user-functions. When other idle PEs steal ULTs from
the loaded PEs, they also retrieve the corresponding balanced group of chunks. So,
the idle PEs can work on the balanced group of chunks for the ULTs they steal from
the loaded PEs, which leads to load balancing without frequent work-stealing. The
profile is valid until the next global periodic load balancing happens. So, the loaded




We suggested runtime approaches to improve hybrid and irregular parallel applica-
tions for the common computation patterns. We demonstrated the benefit of each
approach with the target applications, but the approaches’ main ideas can be ex-
tended to a broader range of applications and environments. In this section, we
briefly discuss possible future work which starts from our approaches.
5.3.1 Gang-scheduling of Parallel Regions
In Chapter 2, we introduced the motivation of our gang-scheduling work in task
graphs and focused on OpenMP task-graphs, which are designed for parallel appli-
cations. Even though our approach showed significant benefit in the task graphs for
parallel applications, the same algorithm can be applied to concurrent execution of
computation and communication in concurrent programming. Server applications re-
ceive requests from clients, process a series of computations for the requests, and send
back the outcome of requests to clients. For many data-intesive applications such as
data analytics, the computations include data-parallel computations. Many server
applications for the applications use multiple worker threads on the server side to
overlap the computations and communications and maximize throughput. However,
scheduling the parallel region through oversubscription can interfere with communi-
cation tasks. Many academic works [44, 45] adopt user-level threads, but the lack
of coordination of user-level threads can lead to deadlock as described in Chapter 2.
Our gang-scheduling can be adopted for this case and implemented for futures and
promises in C++ and Go. Our gang-scheduling parallelizes the data-parallel compu-
tations without interference with communication routines, unnecessary synchroniza-
tions, and waiting time, which reduces each request’s latency.
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5.3.2 Balanced Scheduling of Irregular Loops
In Chapter 4, we introduced our runtime approach to handle load imbalance in ir-
regular parallel loops through user-provided functions and runtime profiling. We
demonstrated the benefit of our work on modern CPUs and manually inserted user-
functions through our suggested APIs. This work can be extended further in two
directions.
First, we can generate the user functions for some computation patterns, which can
be identified by compilers. The target applications we used have relatively simple loop
structures. So, compiler can identify and generate predefined user-functions for each
identified computation pattern. For example, the target applications in Chapter 4
have two-level loops, and the innermost loop iterates over items for each iteration
in the outer loop. The compiler can capture this pattern and insert the API with
the user-functions. Our runtime system uses the compiler-generated functions in the
same mechanism described in Chapter 4.
Further, our approach can be extended to accelerators, such as GPU, which has
many processing elements. Each subgroup of chunks can be fetched to streaming
multiprocessors in GPU so that the chunks in each subgroup can be executed at the
same time. Considering the bigger granularity of memory operation and scheduling
in GPU, the number of chunks for each subgroup should be changed. In addition,
coalescing data transfer and fetching data in a shared cache for each subgroup should
be done ahead of the computation because GPU doesn’t have a hardware mechanism
to fetch data to higher level cache. With these additional considerations on GPUs,
our approach can be successfully extended to reduce load imbalance and divergence
among processing elements in each stream multiprocessor.
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5.3.3 Processing Elements Sharing across Different Instances
Our approach in Chapter 3 demonstrates the benefit of sharing workers across chares/MPI
ranks for intra-node load balancing. This could be done because the underlying
runtime system has virtualization of resources for MPI ranks, which can run on
worker threads in shared memory space. This integration can be applied to other
distributed task-based programming models to provide more efficient intra-node par-
allelism through a shared-memory programming model. The same concept is also
applicable to OS-level virtualization, such as containerization, where operating sys-
tem resources are shared across processes. For this OS-level virtualization, sharing of
resources may incur some security vulnerability and complexity in the kernel. Thus,
adopting the idea to share processing elements should be applied in a limited manner.
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